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F R O M T H E E D I TO R

From the Editor
A cross sectional study was carried out
targeting all school children registered
in Doha primary schools from both
genders. The aim was to measure the
prevalence of Refractive Errors among
primary school children in Doha and to
identify risk factors for Refractive Errors
among them. The prevalence of RE was
found to be high among primary school
children in Doha, accounted to be 19.7%.
The authors revealed an association
between RE and gender and age and
there were no associations between RE
and the following: family income, family
history of RE, having chronic diseases
and physical activity.

Abdulrazak Abyad
(Chief Editor)
Email: aabyad@cyberia.net.lb

In this issue of the journal various
paper discussed important issues in
family medicine from leadership style to
school health. A paper from Iran looked
at “Determining relationship between
leadership style and personality type
of managers at educational hospitals
affiliated with Iran, Tehran and Shahid
Beheshti Universities of Medical
Sciences, 2007”. The sample comprised
44 managers. The data was collected by
a questionnaire. The authors revealed
that there is relationship between
personality type and leadership styles.
Most of the top managers of hospitals
have used the consultative style. This
Study showed us that personality impact
on leadership style and managers
should pay attention to this factor as an
important variable in organizations.
A paper from Saudi Arabia reviewed
Diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular
oedema. The author stressed that they
are the leading causes of blindness in the
working age population of the developed
world. The increasing numbers of
individuals with diabetes suggests that
retinopathy would continue to be a major
preventable challenge.



A paper from Riyadh College of
Health Sciences, King Saud University
examined the prevalence of tobacco
use and influences of personal, social,
environmental factors, and knowledge on
smoking among Riyadh Health Sciences
College students. The consistent
research results shows tobacco use
among youth in Saudi Arabia reflects
a need for continued monitoring of the
behavior and the need for intervention
to change this behavior. This study
examines tobacco use among young
people in Saudi Arabia and examines
factors that can be addressed to reduce
initiation and continued use of tobacco
among young people.

A paper from Iraq studied the effect
of aqueous and ethanolic extract of
Quercus infectoria galls and the effect on
the elimination (curing) of antimicrobial
resistance genes (plasmid). A total of five
hundred samples of stool were collected
from patients with diarrhoea. The authors
concluded that the SMIC of Quercus
infectoria galls used in the current study
affected the Escherichia.coli O157:H7 as
curing agents on resistance genes and
reduced the resistance to anti-microbial
agents.
A prospective randomised study was
conducted at Prince Zaid Ben Al-Hussein
Hospital in Jordan attempt to evaluate
the efficacy of adenotonsillectomy
at the time of myringotomy with
insertion of tympanostomy tube on the
impact of otitis media with effusion in
comparison with tympanostomy-tube
placement only. The authors concluded
that adenotonsillectomy combined
with myringotomy and insertion of
tympanostomy tube appears to be more
effective in reducing the episodes of otitis
media than myringotomy and insertion of
tympanostomy tube alone.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives : Study of the effect of
aqueous and ethanolic extract of
Quercus infectoria galls and the
effect on the elimination (curing)
of antimicrobial resistance genes
(plasmid).

genes. These results indicate
that this plant’s extracts were
highly efficient in reducing
the Escherichia.coli O157:H7
antibiotic resistance and this was
proved using gel electrophoresis.

Methods : Five hundred samples
of stool were collected from
patients with diarrhoea (infants
and children under ten years of
age) admitted to the Pediatric and
Maternity Hospital in Erbil City
from March 2007 to September
2007.

Conclusion : The SMIC of Quercus
infectoria galls used in the current
study affected the Escherichia.
coli O157:H7 as curing agents on
resistance genes and reduced the
resistance to anti-microbial agents

Results : To reduce or remove
these genes that are responsible
for antibiotic resistance, the
aqueous and ethanolic extracts
of Q.infectoria were used, and by
SMIC determination, the results
revealed that it had a reducing
effect (curing) on these

Introduction

Diarrhoea is defined either
as watery stool or increased
frequency, or both when
compared to a normal case
(1). Acute diarrhoeal episodes
subside within 72 hours of
onset, while diarrhoea lasting
14 days or more is considered
to be chronic (2). Diarrhoea
may be caused by a number of
conditions, including bacterial,
viral, parasites infection and an
intestinal disease (1). Bacterial
infections are very important
causes of diarrhoea in infants
and young children worldwide
(3). The principal microorganisms
implicated are Salmonella (4),
Shigella (5), Vibrio cholerae (6)
and serotypes of Escherichia
coli including Enteropathogenic
Escherichia coli (EPEC), Shiga
toxin producing Escherichia
coli (STEC), Entero aggregative
Escherichia coli (EAEC),
Enteroinvasive Escherichia coli
(EIEC) and Enterohemorrhagic
Escherichia coli (EHEC) (7). The
use of alternative medical therapy
has increased the interest of
pharmacologists and herbalists
over the past decades. There is
increasing use of herbal products
all over the world; in the USA,
it reached 38% between 1990
and 1997 (8). Therefore, instead
of antibiotic therapy, there is
a continuing search for new
antimicrobials from other sources
including plant extracts. The risk
of E.coli O157:H7 occurs in its
plasmid, because of its ability
to transfer plasmids to other
bacteria or other strains of E.coli
by transformation, conjugation
and transduction processes (9).
Curing process means elimination
of plasmids from host cells. This
process may occur spontaneously
during the cell division or by
treatments that inhibit plasmid
replication while not affecting host
cell reproduction. The inhibited
plasmids are slowly diluted out of
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the growing bacterial population
(10; 11). The galls of Q.infectoria
have also been pharmacologically
documented to possess astringent,
anti-diabetic (12), antitremorine,
local anesthetic (13), antiviral (14),
antibacterial (15) antifungal (8),
larvicidal (16) and anti-inflammatory
(17) activities. The pattern of P.farcta
flavonoids were investigated in
branches, leaves, roots and pods
without seeds. Sixteen constant
phenolic compounds were identified
in P.farcta plant material.

Methods

A total of 500 stool samples were
collected in clean disposable plastic
containers from diarrhoeal patients
(infants and children, below ten years
of age) admitted to the Pediatric and
Maternity Hospital in Erbil City from
March 2007 to September 2007 and
the relevant information was recorded
from each patient including age, sex,
geographical area, clinical symptoms
and type of feeding. Samples were
then sent for direct macroscopical
and microscopical examination in
the laboratory of the Maternity and

Children Hospital to be checked
for the presence of red blood cells,
white blood cells and parasites and
their stages. Then the sample was
cultivated on suitable culture media
(Mac Conkey and blood agar) and
incubated at 37°C overnight. The
growing colonies were cultured on
further selective and differential
media. The growing bacteria were
selected and transferred to nutrient
agar slants and incubated at 37°C
overnight. The slants were kept at
4°C until used for microbiological
analysis. (API- 20 E Test and
Antisera)(9).To study the effect of
different antimicrobials on all isolates
of bacteria, both nutrient and MuellerHinton agar were used as growth
media, and after sterilization and
cooling at 45°C, final concentration
of antibiotics was added to media
and poured into sterile Petri dishes.
After solidification, the plates were
inoculated by streaking method with
bacterial isolates, then incubated at
37°C for 24 hours. The results were
recorded next day (10).

Preparation of aqueous crude
extracts
The aqueous gall extracts were
prepared according to (11) as follows:
Fifty grams of powdered plant was
put in a conical flask. Two hundred
fifty ml of double D.W. was added to
the flask then placed on a magnetic
stirrer, and left to mix by magnetic
bar at room temperature. After 72
hours, the solution was filtered by
muslin cloth, then by filter paper. The
above steps were repeated 3-5 times
to the residue, until a clear colorless
supernatant extraction liquid was
obtained indicating that no more
extraction from the plant material
was possible. The extracted liquid
was subjected to a Rota-evaporation
to remove the water and the
temperature adjusted at 55ºC. The
extracts were stored in air-tight jars at
4ºC until further use.
Preparation of alcoholic (ethanolic)
crude extracts
The alcoholic gall extract was
prepared as aqueous crude extracts
while using 80g of crude powdered
plant and 320ml absolute ethanol
instead of double D.W. (11).

Table 1: demonstrates the MIC and MBC values of Q. infectoria and P.farcta extracts
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Chemical detection methods
Alkaloids detection:
The method followed was described
by (12). Ten ml of plant extract was
acidified with 36% HCl and was
tested by adding some drops of picric
acid extract. Yellow precipitate refers
to alkaloids.
Glycosides detection: Two parts
of Fahleing’s reagent was mixed
with plant extract, and left in a
boiling water bath for 10 minutes.
Appearance of red color indicates
presence of glycosides (12).
Flavonoids detection: Ten ml of
50% ethanol was added to 10ml 50%
KOH then this solution was mixed
with equal volumes of plant extract.
Yellow color refers to presence of
flavonoids (12).
Tannins detection: Ten ml from
plant extract was divided into two
equal parts and then drops of 1%
CH3COOH were added to the first
part. Appearance of white pillete
means presence of tannins. To the
second part, drops of 1% FeCl3were
added. Formation of green bluish
color refers to presence of tannins
(12).
Saponin detection: Five ml of plant
extract was shaken well for half
a minute, and then left in vertical
position for 15 minutes. Appearance
of foam indicates presence of
saponin (12).
Resins detection: Ten ml of acidified
D.W. with 36% HCl was added to
10 ml of plant extract. If turbidity
appears, it refers to the presence of
resins (12).
Phenols detection: Three ml of
plant extract was added to 2 ml of
1.0M potassium hexacyanoferrate
and 2 ml of 0.5M FeCl3. Appearance
of green bluish color indicates
presence of phenols (12).
Determination of MIC and MBC
values
The minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) of the extracts was determined
for isolates using the two fold serial
microdilution method with saline
at a final concentration ranging
from 20mg/ml to 0.0195 mg/ml.
The tested extracts were added to
sterile nutrient broth in microtiter
plates before the diluted bacterial
suspension (final inoculum of 106

bacteria/ml) was added. Each
extract was assayed in triplicate. The
bacterial suspensions were used as
positive control and extracts in broth
were used as negative control, then
the plate was covered with a sterile
plate sealer. Contents of each were
mixed on plate shaker at 300 rpm for
20 seconds and then incubated at
appropriate temperature for 24 hours.
Microbial growth was determined at
600nm using the ELX800 universal
microplate reader. The MIC was
defined as the lowest concentration
of the compounds to inhibit the
growth of microorganisms. The MBC
was determined by the subculture of
the well showing no apparent growth.
The least concentration showing no
visible growth on agar subculture
was considered as MBC value (13).
SMIC was used as a curing agent.
Plasmid curing
Plasmid curing was performed using
(14) method. Curing of plasmids with
plant extract was done by transferring
colonies (15): SMIC and 0.1 ml of
overnight bacterial suspension were
added to 10 ml nutrient broth then
incubated at 37ºC for 24 hours. Next
day, 0.1 ml was spread on nutrient
agar plate and incubated for 24
hours at 37ºC. After incubation, 100
colonies were transferred to the
antibiotic agar plate. After incubation
overnight at the same temperature,
viable colonies were recorded, and
then the percentages of curing
colonies were calculated. Agarose
Gel Electrophoresis (16) was used in
this study.

Results

The MIC of the aqueous and
ethanolic extracts of nutgall for
E.coli I, E.coli II, E.coli III, E.coli IV
were determined and were 1.252.5mg/ ml and 2.5mg/ ml. MBC
were 2.5-5mg/ ml and 2.5-10mg/ ml,
respectively. Concerning Shigella
dysenteriae, Salmonella arizonae,
Salmonella typhi and Vibrio cholerae
the MIC and MBC of the aqueous
and ethanolic extracts ranged from
0.6-2.5mg/ ml 2.5-5mg/ ml and 2.5,
5mg/ ml, respectively. Whereas, the
MIC for the aqueous and ethanolic
extracts of Prosopis farcta (pods)
against bacterial isolates ranged
from 2.5-5mg/ ml and the MBC were

5-10mg/ ml for the aqueous and
ethanolic extracts against the four
serotypes of E.coli and 5-20mg/ ml
for the rest of the strains Table 1
(opposite page)
Curing the plasmid DNA in E.coli
O157:H7 isolates by Q.infectoria
extracts
Results of Table 2 (next page) show
the cured bacteria by transferring
colonies method demonstrating
the curing percent of isolates
to antibiotics. The aqueous and
ethanolic extracts of Q.infectoria
affected all antibiotics genes in
E.coli O157:H7 at 0.625 mg/ ml and
1.25mg/ ml (SMIC), respectively.
The percentage of curing process
had a range of 7-100 and 4-100 for
the aqueous and ethanolic extract,
respectively. Figure 1 proved the
curing process where some bands
disappeared after treatment with the
aqueous and ethanolic extracts of
Q.infectoria.
(Curing percentage of plasmid
DNA of E.coli O157 H7 isolates by
Q.infectoria extracts at 1.25mg/ml for
aqueous extracts a and 2.5mg/ml for
alcoholic extract).
Phytochemical screening of plants
Table 3 (page 7) shows the chemical
composition of the plants used in this
study, which may have anti- bacterial
effect including phenols, alkaloids,
flavonoids, tannins and glycosides.

Discussion

Table 1 show the results of MIC and
MBC of the aqueous and ethanolic
extracts from the galls of Q.infectoria
against E.coli polyvalent isolates
which were 1.25-2.5mg/ ml, 2.5 mg/
ml and 2.5-5, 5-10, respectively,
while the MIC-MBC for S.dysenteriae
were 0.625-2.5mg/ ml, 2.5mg/ ml
and 5mg/ ml of the aqueous and
ethanol extracts, respectively.
The crude extract, however, of
Q.infectoria galls (aqueous and
ethanol) showed higher MIC and
MBC values range, 2.5mg/ml and
5 mg/ml, respectively, for S.typhi,
S.arizonae and V.cholerae. Basri and
Fan (13) reported that Q.infectoria
galls possess antibacterial activity
against S.typhimurium and S.aureus.
In addition, Mekseepralard et al (19)
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Lane A: without plasmid of E.coli DH5a strain
Lane B: DNA ladder 10,000 base pairs
Lane C: plasmid of E.coli O157:H7 isolate 4
Lane D: DNA isolated from E.coli O157:H7 isolate 4 treated
with aqueous extract of Q.infectoria
Lane E : DNA isolated from E.coli O157:H7 isolate 4
treated with alcoholic extract of Q.infectoria

Figure 1: Agarose gel electrophoresis of E.coli O157:H7 isolate 4 DNA

Table 2: (Curing percentage of plasmid DNA of E.coli O157 H7 isolates by Q.infectoria Extracts at 1.25mg/ml for aqueou
showed that the galls had higher
antimicrobial activity against E.coli,
S.typhi, V.cholerae, Klebsiella
pneumoniae and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa. Voravuthikunchai et
al. (20) recorded activity of the
ethanol extracts of galls against
all important pathogens including
E.coli, Salmonella spp., S.flexneri
and others where the MIC was 62.5
to 1000 µg/ ml and MBC values of
125-500µg/ ml. These values are


less than those recorded in the
current study. Voravuthikunchai et
al. (21) recorded the MIC and MBC
values of fraction Q13 and Q14
ethanol extracts and demonstrated
them to be highly effective against
E.coli O157:H7 (MIC values of 28
and 56µg/ ml and the MBC values
of 56 and 112µg/ ml, respectively)
and were proved to be very active
against EHEC and depressed the
VT production. Nimri et al. (22)

showed that the ethanol extract
of galls exhibited broad spectrum
antibacterial activity where MIC
ranged from 4-32 mg/ ml and MBC
of active extracts ranged from 8-62
mg/ ml. Both aqueous and ethanolic
extracts of Q.infectoria was highly
effective against E.coli O157:H7
with the best MIC and MBC values
of 0.09, 0.78 and 0.19, 0.39 mg/
ml, respectively. These plants may
provide alternative bioactive
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( - ) = absent ( + ) = present
Table 3 : Phytochemical screening of plants used in the study

us extracts a and 2.5mg/ml for alcoholic extract)
medicines for the treatment of E.coli
O157:H7 infection (23) and Kaur
et al. (24) reported the antioxidant
activity of ethanolic extract of
Q.infectoria galls which was found to
contain a large amount of polyphenol
and posses a potent reducing power.
In addition, it had an ability to prevent
the production of some inflammatory
mediators (17). Umachigi et al. (25)
showed the estimation of antioxidant
enzymes and revealed that the

extract significantly increased the
levels of superoxide dismutase and
catalase, the two powerful antioxidant
enzymes of the body that are known
to quench superoxide radicals.
Hamasalih (10) reported that both
aqueous and alcoholic extracts gave
a positive inhibitory result in vivo
for P.aeroginosa. Table 3 showed
phytochemical screening of plants
in this study including aqueous and
ethanolic extract of Q infectoria

yielded positive results for tannins,
phenols, saponins and resins but
glycosides and flavonoids absent in
both extracts). The same compounds
were extracted by (18) and P.farcta
which contains saponins, resins and
phenols in aqueous extract while
alcoholic extract contains flavonoids,
saponins phenols and tannins. These
results were the same as HarzallahShihri and Janet (26). In addition,
P.farcta contains alkaloids (27).
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The minimum inhibition concentration
(MIC) and minimum bactericidal
concentration (MBC) of P.farcta
aqueous and alcoholic extract was
2.5, 5 mg/ ml and 5, 10 mg/ ml,
respectively for E.coli polyvalent I
while MIC values of aqueous and
alcoholic against E.coli polyvalent
II, III, and IV were 5, 5, 2.5 mg/
ml and 5mg/ ml respectively and
MBC value of aqueous extract
were 10mg/ml and 10mg/ml value
of alcoholic extract. The MIC and
MBC of aqueous extract against
S.dysenteriae, S.arizonae, S. typhi
and V.cholerae were 2.5, 5, 5, 2.5
and 5, 10, 10, 5 mg/ ml respectively
while MIC and MBC for the alcohol
extract were 2.5, 5, 2.5, 5 mg/ ml
and 5, 20, 5, 10 mg/ ml, respectively.
The inhibitory effect of Julifloricine on
Gram-negative bacteria such as the
species of Salmonella, Shigella, and
Klebsiella, Proteus, Pseudomonas,
Enterobacter, Aeromonas and
Vibrio was almost insignificant
(28). Prosopis juliflora was used
in Guatemala for the treatment of
gonorrhea which appeared most
active against Neisseria gonorrhea
isolates from symptomatic patients
(29). Mahasneh et al. (30) reported
petroleum ether, methanol, hexane,
butanol and aqueous crude extracts
of the whole aerial parts of Prosopis
farcta and others exhibited variable
degrees of antimicrobial activity
against four bacterial and two
fungal species compared with that
exerted by antibiotics. Aqueous
and alcoholic extracts show some
antibacterial activity, but the antibiotic
and antifungal activity appears
unimportant (27). The variation in
MIC and MBC in the present study
with other similar studies may be
due to the method of extraction
of medicinal plants, method of
antibacterial study, genetic variation
of plants, age of plants, variations
of the concentration of chemical
compounds between species or
the environment (31). Prosopis
spp. contain harman, prosopine,
tyramin and prosopinine (28). These
compounds are called alkaloids
attributed to their ability to intercalate
with DNA (8). On the other hand,
the Prosopis spp. have caffeic acid
derivative (26) which have activities
against viruses, bacteria and fungi



(8) as well as containing quercetien
3-o-glucoside and quercetin 3-ogalactoside (26) which had the ability
to bind with extra cellular and soluble
proteins and to complex bacterial cell
walls. More lipophilic flavonoids may
also disrupt microbial membranes
(8). Shin et al. (32) reported that
flavonoids (quercetin and naringenin)
are the main constituents of herbal
medicines which have inhibited the
growth of Helicobacter pylori. Our
results demonstrate that the alcoholic
and aqueous extracts of P.farcta
displayed antimicrobial activity
against all isolates and may thus
be a source that could be useful in
the treatment of infections caused
by these organisms. During the
last two decades, pharmacological
industries have produced a number
of antimicrobial agents due to
an increasing development of
drug resistance for pathogenic
microorganisms as well as the
appearance of undesirable side
effects of certain antibiotics and the
emergence of previously uncommon
infections. In general, bacteria have
the genetic ability to transmit and
acquire resistance to drugs which
are utilized as therapeutic agents
(33). Curing means elimination of
the plasmid that carries antibiotic
resistance genes, by plant extracts.
In this study, 19 types of antibiotics
were used against E.coli O157:
H7 isolates revealing its resistance
to 17 antibiotics. For this reason,
Q.infectoria extracts (aqueous and
alcoholic) was used as curing agents
to eliminate antibiotic resistance
genes. The selection of this plant was
based on the information gathered
from ethnopharmocologists, herbal
drug sellers and rural native healers
who previously reported it to have
antimicrobial activity against different
bacterial strains. The results of
Table 2 show the effect of using
plant extract to decrease resistance
to antibiotics on some genes. The
curing percentages of aqueous
Q.infectoria to Cef, Nal, Nit, Rif, and
Sm were 100 %. As for Amk, Amc,
Aug, Amp, Cep, Cex, Cm, Cip, Do,
Ery, Gm, Tc, To and Tm were 27, 7,
40, 30, 35, 34, 40, 34, 45, 44, 43, 25,
45, and 42 respectively while curing
percentages of alcoholic Q.infectoria
to Aug, Cex, Cef, Do, Nal, Nit, Rif,

To and Tm were 100% and for Amk,
Amc, Amp, Cep, Cm, Cip, Ery, Gm,
Sm and Tc were 45, 4, 33, 31, 32,
38, 10, 38, 12, and 35, respectively.
Figure 1 proved the curing process
where some bands disappeared
after treatment with the aqueous and
ethanolic extracts of Q.infectoria.
The effect of tested medicinal plant
extracts and acting as antimicrobial
or curing effects for decreasing
antibiotic resistance activity in E.coli
O157:H7 isolate may be due to its
containing active components such
as phenols, tannins and alkaloids.
The site (s) and number of hydroxyl
group on the phenol group are
thought to be related to their relative
toxicity to microorganisms, with
evidence that increased hydroxylation
results increased toxicity. In addition
some authors have found that more
highly oxidized phenols have more
inhibitory effect. The mechanisms
mentioned may be responsible for
phenolic toxicity to microorganisms
including enzymes inhibition by
the oxidized compounds possibly
through reaction with sulfhydral
groups or through more non-specific
interactions with the proteins.(8).

Conclusion

The chemical composition of the
plant aqueous and ethanolic extracts
revealed the presence or absence
of phenols, alkaloids, flavonoids,
tannins, saponins, resins and
glycosides. The SMIC of medicinal
plants (Q.infectoria) used in the
current study affected the bacteria as
curing agents on resistance genes
and reduced the resistance to antimicrobial agents.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: This paper examines
prevalence of tobacco use and
influences of personal, social,
environmental factors, and
knowledge on use among Riyadh
Health Sciences College students.
Methods:
A survey questionnaire was
distributed to a random sample of
male and female students selected
from Riyadh Health Sciences
College. A total of 939 students
aged 19 - 25 completed the survey.
Results:
About one third (32.7%) of male
and 6% of female students
indicated that they currently
smoked cigarettes. Twenty nine
percent of male students and
5.6% of female students smoked
sheesha. Almost a third (29%)
of the male students and 7.6%
of female students had tried
smoking before age of 17. More
than half of the students reported
that their friends smoked. About
a quarter (26.9%) of students
reported smoking a whole packet
of cigarettes a day, and 29.5% of
smokers reported having tried
quitting smoking. Parents, peers,
and knowledge about the dangers
of tobacco were the most
significant factors affecting
smoking behavior.
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Around 86.0% of smokers were
found to have more knowledge
about the harm of tobacco use.
Conclusion
This paper builds on other studies
that have found that tobacco use
among youth in Saudi Arabia is
a common phenomenon. The
consistent research results
showing tobacco use among
youth in Saudi Arabia reflects a
need for continued monitoring
of the behavior and the need
for intervention to change this
behavior. This study examines
tobacco use among young people
in Saudi Arabia and examines
factors that can be addressed to
reduce initiation and continued
use of tobacco among young
people in the country.
Our findings highlight the need
for smoking control interventions
aimed at young people. Smoking
is a major, yet preventable cause
of morbidity and mortality.

Tobacco use is a major public health
concern and has been identified as
the single most important cause of
preventable mortality and morbidity
worldwide. (1) In the United States,
estimates have shown that directly or
indirectly, tobacco causes more than
400,000 deaths annually, a figure that
represents nearly 20 % of all U.S.
deaths. (2)
According to a study published by the
British Medical Journal, the rate of
tobacco-related mortality throughout
the entire developed world also
averages about 20 percent of all
deaths.(3)
World Health Organization (WHO)
estimated that five million each
year will die from tobacco related
causes by the end of 2010. Half of
those who will die will be in their
productive period of middle age (3569 Years).(4) However, this number
will increase to more than 10 million
by 2020, and 70.0% of these deaths
will occur in developing countries.(5)
A fifth of the world’s population
is Muslim and most Muslims live
in areas where the prevalence
of smoking is high and often
increasing.(6) In Arabic countries
(Egypt, Tunis, Jordan, and Syria)
the overall prevalence of smoking
is estimated at almost 30.0%.(7)
Sheesha is one of the most popular
forms of tobacco delivery used in the
Middle East.(8) However, Sheesha
smoking (also known as water-pipe
smoking, hubble-bubble, argila and
hookah) has old traditions and is
widely used in the Middle East.(9)
In Saudi Arabia, cigarette smoking
is widespread and increasing,
despite the country being neither
a tobacco grower nor cigarette
manufacturer.(10) While there has
been no national study explaining the
prevalence of smoking in Saudi
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Table 1: The Sample: Demographic Characteristics and Percent of Students who use Tobacco and Sheesha
Arabia, some small-scale studies
and a WHO survey have found
a prevalence rate of between
8.0% and 57.0%.(10) Smoking is
one of the serious risk factors for
chronic obstructive lung disease
and coronary artery disease in
Saudi Arabia.(11) Several studies
have found that students who have
parents and friends who smoke are
more likely to begin smoking.(1213) Abdalftouh, et al. reported that
friends were the main influence
for smoking initiation followed by
parents.(14) Studies have also
shown that the most likely influence
of smoking initiation is imitation
of a friend, co-workers or family
members.(13-14-15)

Methods

A sample of 939 male and female
students was randomly drawn from
Health Sciences College (HSC)
students. The students completed

a survey Questionnaire consisting
of 56 items. The survey instrument
measured mainly four dimensions.
The first four questions were
demographics questions. Thirtyfive questions measured cigarette
smoking and sheesha smoking
including personal and environmental
factors that may influence such
behaviors. The last 16 questions
measured knowledge and attitudes
about tobacco use.
The study survey instrument was
developed through review of existing
tobacco related instruments and
construction of additional items.
A pilot study was conducted with
HSC students to assess the quality
of the instrument. Reliability of the
study was 0.84. In this analysis, we
examined information on smoking
status, parents’ and peers’ smoking
behaviors, and knowledge about the
dangers of tobacco use.

Cigarette, Sheesha and both,
smoking status, was ascertained
by asking participants whether they
were current smokers at the time of
conducting the survey, and if they
smoked at least one cigarette a day
for at least a month or more.
Respondents were defined as current
cigarette smokers if they answered
“yes” to the question about smoking
at least one cigarette in the past
one month. Respondents were also
defined as sheesha smokers if they
indicated that they had smoked at
least one bowl in the past one month.
Knowledge about the dangers of
tobacco use factors was measured
using a Likert scale (1-5). The
questions measured participants’
knowledge about the dangers of
cigarettes and Sheesha.
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Statistical Analysis

Data was analyzed using SPSS
(version 15). Missing values were
excluded from each analysis.
Descriptive statistics from the
analysis are presented in Table
1 (previous page) including the
percentage of students who reported
smoking cigarettes and sheesha.
Logistic regression was used to
assess the relationship between
students’ smoking behavior and
environmental and personal factors.

Results

Nine hundred and thirty nine students
completed the questionnaire. After
assessing the data from the survey,
all 939 were used in the analysis.
Smoking and Age
Descriptive statistics show that
28.7% of males and 7.6% of females
tried smoking cigarettes before that
age of 17. Almost 13.0% of both
male and female students tried
smoking before age 13 while 8.1%
became regular smokers when they
were between 14-17 years old. The
majority of smokers (30.3%) didn’t
begin smoking until they were 18
years old and older (43.5% of males
and 4.7% of female). Almost 37.1%
of students reported that smoking
among friends was generally
acceptable (31.9% of males and
5.2% of females).
Cigarette Smoking:
This study uses the U.S Center for
Diseases Control and Prevention
Youth Risk Behavior Survey definition
of a cigarette smoker: a cigarette
smoker is someone who smoked
cigarettes at least once in the last
one month. (15) Almost 33.0% of
males and 6.0% of females smoked
cigarettes, 30.0% of males and 5.6%
of females smoked Sheesha.
Sheesha Smoking:
Sheesha smokers were defined as
students who smoked at least one
bowl of sheesha a day at least once
in the last one month. Descriptive
results show that almost 30.0% of
males and 5.6% of females were
sheesha smokers.

12

Logistic Regression
Analysis

Logistic regression analysis was
used to examine the factors that
may influence cigarette smoking
and sheesha smoking among the
students. These factors include
peers’ smoking behavior, parents’
smoking behavior, and knowledge of
the danger of smoking and smokefree rules in their homes. The model
also includes demographic factors
such as gender, income, education
level and age. (see next page)

Conclusion

This study examined smoking
behavior among students in HSC.
This study examined cigarette and
sheesha smoking behaviors among
students with a focus on factors
that influence the behaviors. It
examined the influence of parents’
and peers’ smoking behavior, and
knowledge about the dangers of
tobacco use in influencing students’
smoking behavior in Saudi Arabia.
The results show that cigarettes
smoking is prevalent among students
with higher rates reported among
male students (32.7%) compared to
female students (6%). Similarly, male
students (29.3%) were more likely to
smoke sheesha than females (5.6%).
The prevalence of smoking found
in this study was higher than those
reported elsewhere in students in
Saudi Arabia (Al-Yousaf and Karim,
2001; Siddiqui and Ogbeide, 2001;
Almutairi, 2004). (16-17-19) The
actual prevalence may be higher
than what was reported in this
study. Students were more likely to
engage in survey satisfiying(?) as
smoking in Saudi Arabia has been
banned by government on religious
principles since 1962. To appear
to be in conformity with religious,
cultural, and social norms, most
students may have been discouraged
from reporting their smoking habits
(Siddiqui, Ogbeide, and Al Khalifa,
2000). (20)
A number of studies have
investigated factors that may
influence young people’s tobacco
use behavior. Most studies have
identified parental and peer behavior,

and attitudes toward smoking,
and knowledge about the dangers
of tobacco use as risk factors for
tobacco use among young people
(Hameed et al., 2002; Bahr et al.,
1993; Newman and Ward, 1989;
Almas et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2002;
Koenig et al., 1998; Sugathan et al.,
1998; Moody et al., 1999; Memom
et al., 2000; Siddiqui, Ogbeide, and
Al Khalifa, 2000; Saeed, Khoja, and
Khan, 1996; Saeed, Al-Johali, and AlShahry, 1993; Al-Faris, Al-Rajhi, and
Al-Nour, 1995; Al-Yousaf, and Karim,
2001). (16-17-19-20-21-22-22-2425-27-28-29-31-30-32) In this study
we explored these factors that may
influence smoking among college
students in Saudi Arabia.
Parents’ Smoking Behaviour
Logistic regression results have
shown that there is a significant
relationship between parents’
smoking behavior and students’
smoking behavior. Students who
reported that their parents smoked
were more likely to smoke than
those whose parents did not smoke.
These results suggest the need to
target parental smoking behavior as
one of the intervention measures to
prevent youth smoking. In developing
educational and media intervention
programs to prevent smoking among
young people, it is important to
target the students as well as their
parents. Parental smoking behavior
sets a clear standard about tobacco
use and may be an important
predicator of student’s intentions to
smoke (Eiser, Morhan, Gammage,
and Gary, 1989).(33) Therefore,
programs developed to prevent and
reduce tobacco use by young people
that also target parents’ behavior
including smoking in the presence of
their children are needed. It is also
important that parents begin to talk
to their children about smoking to
make sure their children know of their
disapproval (Newman and Ward,
1989).(22)
Peers’ Smoking Behaviour
The influence of peers’ smoking
behavior has been well documented
(Abolfotouh et al., 1998; Al-Faris, AlRajhi, and Al-Nour, 1995; Al-Yousaf,
and Karim, 2001; Jarallah et al.,
1999; Memon et al., 2000; Moody et
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Logistic Regression results
Smoking behaviour

Note * -2.log likelihood = ; Nagelkerke R2 = , Cox & Snell R2 =
Table 2
al., 1999; Saeed, Al-Johali, and AlShahry, 1993; Saeed, Khoja, and
Khan, 1996; Siddiqui, Ogbeide,
and Al Khalifa, 2000).(13-31-3233) Logistic regression results from
this study also collaborated these
findings that smoking behavior was
significantly related to peers’ smoking
behavior. The more friends a student
had who smoked, the higher the
likelihood of being a smoker. This
was found significant for both
cigarette and sheesha smoking.
Intervention programs to prevent
young people’s smoking behavior
in Saudi Arabia need to incorporate
strategies that help young people
understand the power of peer
pressure and ways to deal with peer
pressure. While there are many
examples of this type of educational
program developed in Western
countries, there are none that have
been developed in Saudi Arabia.
Intervention programs developed in
Western countries may be adopted
but it is important that careful
research is conducted to assess the
specific dynamics of smoking and
nonsmoking peer pressure in the
culture of Saudi Arabia.
Knowledge
These results demonstrated that
knowledge about the dangers of
smoking was a predictor of smoking
behavior. Risk awareness alone
seems insufficient to deter smoking

(Steptoe, Wardle, and Smith,
1995).(35) To be acceptable to the
public in general, any educational
program to reduce smoking behavior
will need to include a section on
knowledge of the dangers about
tobacco use, because that is what
the public expects.
Friends and family are important
sources of knowledge about the
“advantages” and “disadvantages”
of smoking. Young people need to
be helped to evaluate the concepts
represented in advantages and
disadvantages and make decisions.
The need for prevention programs
to reduce smoking-related morbidity
and mortality is supported.
Prevention programs at college level
or earlier are needed in Saudi Arabia,
if the rates of smoking are to decline.
Prevention programs will need to
include education and changes
in public policy. More research is
needed to develop prevention plans.
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Diabetic retinopathy
Dr. Almoutaz Alkhier Ahmed,
Pg Dip in Diabetes
Guryat North Diabetes Center
Saudi Arabia
Email: khier2@yahoo.com

Introduction
Diabetic retinopathy and diabetic
macular oedema are the leading
causes of blindness in the working
age population of the developed
world.(1) The increasing numbers
of individuals with diabetes
suggests that retinopathy will
continue to be a major preventable
challenge.
There is evidence that retinopathy
begins to develop at least 7 years
before the clinical onset of the
disease.(2) The control of diabetes
associated metabolic
abnormalities (hyperglycaemia,
hyperlipidaemia and hypertension) have been identified as risk
factors for retinopathy and their
management has emerged as
important tools in the
improvement of this condition.(1)

Why screen?

Diabetic retinopathy can progress
to a sight-threatening stage with
few symptoms.(3) Treatments are
more effective at preventing than at
reversing visual loss(4) while clinical
outcomes are better if intervention is
undertaken early, hence the need for
screening.(5)
There are various screening methods
and this varies regionally. It is mainly
dependant on the local expertise and
staff availability.(6,7) Screening for
diabetic retinopathy has been shown
to be cost-effective in health economic terms(8-11) which has improved
further by the use of modern screening techniques with higher sensitivity
and specificity.(6)

Methods of screening:

The NICE 2008 guideline(22) recommended performing eye screening
at the time of diagnosis of diabetes
and then repeating eye surveillance
annually. It didn’t clearly differentiate between types of diabetes in its
recommendations for screening nor
did it recommend any age for the
initiation of screening in patients with
Type 1 diabetes.

2. Fundus photography
“ Mydriatic/non-mydriatic stereoscopic digital retinal imaging and colour
fundal photography is a sensitive and
specific method for screening and
diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy.(16)
“ Digital fundus photography provides
an efficient and cost effective screening method for diagnosing and classifying diabetic retinopathy.(17)
“ Single-field fundus photography
helps to identify patients with retinopathy for referral towards ophthalmic
evaluation and management but it is
not a substitute for a comprehensive
ophthalmic examination.(18)

The Canadian Diabetes Association
2008 guideline(23) differentiates between Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes on
the timing of initial screening. It recommends initiating screening 5 years
after diagnosis of Type 1 diabetes in
all individuals >15 years of age and
in all those with Type 2 diabetes at
the time of diagnosis. The guideline
didn’t make any recommendation for
women with gestational diabetes.

1. Visual acuity and fundoscopy
done by direct ophthalmoscopy
Visual acuity testing should be done
as a routine part of eye surveillance
programs.(12) This method is commonly used but its accuracy varies
widely.(13) Also, it has poor sensitivity of <50% to detect proliferative
retinopathy.(14,15)

3. Fluorescein angiography
It helps to identify the location or extent of vascular involvement, differentiate IRMA from neovascularisation,
determine the presence of clinically
significant macular oedema, detect
retinal ischemia in the presence of
subtle neovascularisation and assist
the ophthalmologist in planning laser
treatment.
4. B-scan ultrasound
It is useful in detecting retinal detachment, fibrovascular membrane
formation and vitreous haemorrhage.
It is used when biomicroscopy cannot
be used or Fluorescein angiography
is not tolerated and correlates well
with their results.(19)

Although most guidelines recommend at least annual screening,
there is evidence that less frequent
screening may be appropriate for
patients with no retinopathy.(23-24)
Diabetic retinopathy classification
and staging
It is vital to screen and classify patients with diabetes for diabetic retinopathy as this was well documented
in the Early Treatment of Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) and the
Diabetic Retinopathy study (DRS).
The screening for diabetic retinopathy should be carried out by retinal
photography as it is proven to be the
best modality to detect retinopathy
with high sensitivity and specifity.(26,27)
The classification of diabetic retinopathy is developed from the Airlie
House classification which is used in
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Population to be screened and frequency of screening
The ADA guideline 2008 recommends retinopathy screening as follows (20):

* More frequent follow-up if abnormal finding, for “at risk” patients and for patients with intermediate levels of
retinopathy and maculopathy.(21)
the ETDRS in 1991, then the Royal College of
Ophthalmologists had its revised form of this
classification which is currently adopted by most
countries (England, Wales & Ireland)(28) with some
differences with other classifications (Scotland, American
Academy of ophthalmology) mainly in the level of
retinopathy and naming but all of them agree on the
major 2 mechanisms of loss of vision:
A. Retinopathy with risk of new vessel formation.
B. Maculopathy with risk of damage to central vision.
Summary of diabetic retinopathy changes

Non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR)
1. Background (level R1) more common in type 2
diabetes with evidence of:
- Microaneurysm: small round dots
- Haemorrhages
- Hard exudates: waxy yellow exudates
2. Pre-proliferative (level R2) characterised by:
- Venous dilatation
- Cotton wool spots: white fluffy lesions associated with
nerve fibre ischaemia due to occlusion of
pre-capillary arterioles so seen only on posterior retina.
- Deep dark flame shaped haemorrhages
- Intra retinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA):
represent small shunts between arterioles and venules
Background Retinopathy.

A. Retinopathy
This is graded into 2 categories according to the
presence of new vessels formation as each has a
different prognosis.
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Pre-proliferative Retinopathy

When maculopathy occurs within one disc diameter of
the fovea it is termed as clinically significant macular
edema (CSME)
Maculopathy

Proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR)
Characterized by new vessels formation at the disc or at
1 disc diameter or anywhere in the retina or presence of
vitreous haemorrhage.
It is further divided according to severity into mild,
moderate and severe according to area covered with new
vessels.
Proliferative Retinopathy

Evidence-based management of diabetic retinopathy in
type 1 and type 2 diabetes
Evidence-based management of diabetic retinopathy in
type 1 and type 2 diabetes
Standard Therapy
A- Normal or minimal NPDR:
(see Table 1 next page)
B- Mild to moderate NPDR (Background DR) without
macular edema:
1- Control systemic risk factors
2- Follow up in 6-12 months(42-44)(grade IV
evidence(44)).
C- Mild-moderate NPDR (Background DR) with
macular oedema that is clinically insignificant:
1- Control systemic risk factors
2- Re-examine the patient in 3-6 months (increased risk
of progression) (42-44)(grade II evidence) (44)

B. Maculopathy
Visual loss from maculopathy results from macular
oedema so it is classified into:
1. Focal exudative oedema
2. Diffuse oedema
3. Ischemic
4. Mixed

3- Consider pan-retinal laser photocoagulation (PRP) for
those who are non-compliant and will be lost to follow up,
have long duration of diabetes and are in poor metabolic
control, and according to the status of the fellow eye.
Weigh the benefit versus the risks (vision damage).(44)
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Table 1
D- Mild to moderate NPDR (Background DR) with CSME:
(see Table 2 opposite page)
E- Severe NPDR (Pre-proliferative DR) and non high-risk PDR:
1. Early PRP, particularly in T2D, for severe NPDR to non-high risk PDR before reaching the stage of high-risk PDR
is associated with 50% reduction in the risk of vision loss or vitrectomy. Half the patients with severe NPDR progress
to PDR in one year and 15% will have high-risk PDR.(57) The same principles of laser therapy above apply. (Grade II
evidence) (44)
2. If DME exists, focal laser therapy is used before scatter PRP.
3. Close follow-up of patients every 3-4 months is needed.(43-44) (Grade II evidence)(44)
(continued next page)
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Recommendation

Level of
evidence (22)

Promptly refer to an ophthalmologist for focal and/or grid laser photocoagulation(58,60,61)
within 4 weeks.(35,37)
* Focal laser photocoagulation is used for areas of focal leakage (leaking aneurysms) and
non-perfusion in the macula, while grid laser is used for areas of diffuse leakage or nonperfusion.(43-44)
* Optical coherence tomography (OCT) may be used to assess macular thickening and guide
both therapy and follow up.(44) Fluorescein angiography (FA) may also be used to define
sources of leakage and non-perfusion in the presence of DME.(44)
* Clarify to the patient that more than one session of treatment (on average 3-4) may be
needed and the importance of keeping the follow up to save vision.(43,47)
* The outcome of laser therapy: reduction in the risk of vision loss by more than 50%. Vision
improvement is not the goal and will occur in only a minority of patients; the goal is reducing
the rate of visual loss and stabilizing vision.(47)
* Following therapy, resolution of DME takes around 3-6 months
* Side effects of laser therapy: reduction in color vision, appearance of small dark spots near
the central vision, damage to the fovea, hemorrhage and macular scarring.(48)
Follow up needed every 2-4 months till vision stabilization.(44)

II

Table 2
F- High-risk PDR:
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Other therapies:
* Intravitreal triamcinolone (IVT):
may be used for resistant DME that
persists after focal/grid laser therapy
or as an adjunct to PRP for PDR
* Intra-vitreal anti-VEGF drugs (like
Bevacizumab and Pegaptanib) are
increasingly used for PDR prior to
vitrectomy (RCT evidence is lacking)
and for DME (accumulating RCT
evidence of benefit).(44)
* PKC-inhibitor (Ruboxistaurin):
Insufficient evidence exists to
recommend it’s use(44).
* Aldose reductase inhibitors: showed
toxicity and no benefit(44)
* AGE inhibitors (e.g.
Aminoguanidine): currently under
trial(44)
* Octreotide: a small trial showed
benefit in reducing the need for PRP
and progression, cost is high.(44)
Prevention of Diabetic Retinopathy
Prevention means targeting
modifiable risk factors:
1. Duration of diabetes: This cannot
be prevented but regular, timely,
accurate retinal examination and
follow-up, minimize this risk as
reported in the WESDR study.(39)
2. Hyperglycemia: DCCT(41)
demonstrated that improvement of
glycaemic control reduced NPDR &
PDR by 47% and similarly another
small trial (Kumamoto study)(49) also
demonstrated that good glycaemic
control reduces risk of retinopathy.
3. Hypertension: major finding of
the UKPDS was that strict blood
pressure control significantly reduces
retinopathy.(40)
4. Elevated lipids: may result in less
retinal vessel leakage and hard
exudates.
5. Smoking: weak risk factor, no
meta-analysis studies done, smoking
cessation reduces micro-vascular
damage and cardiovascular disease
risk.
6. Proteinuria: renal disease and
retinopathy occur so frequently
that it has been referred to as the
renal retinal syndrome. Patient with
proteinuria should be treated with
ACEI or A2RBs.(50)
7. Pregnancy: Women with preexisting diabetes who are planning
pregnancy or become pregnant
should have a comprehensive eye
examination and be counselled
20

on the risk of development and/or
progression of diabetic retinopathy.
Eye examination should occur in the
first trimester with close follow-up
throughout pregnancy and 1 year
postpartum.
8. Exercise: patients with active PR
must avoid straining and weight
lifting activities due to increased risk
of vitreous haemorrhage and retinal
detachment.
List of abbreviations used
DR: Diabetic Retinopathy
PDR: Proliferative Diabetic
Retinopathy
VEGF: Vascular Endothelial Growth
Factor
CVD: Cardiovascular disease
ETDRS: Early Treatment of Diabetic
Retinopathy Study
IRMA: Intra Retinal Microvascular
Abnormalities
NPDR: Non Proliferative Diabetic
Retinopathy
PDR: Proliferative Diabetic
Retinopathy
CSME: Clinically Significant Macular
Edema
DME: Diabetic Macular Edema
PRP: Pan-retinal laser
photocoagulation
T1D: Type 1 Diabetes
T2D: Type 2 Diabetes
ACEI: Angiotensin Converting
Enzyme Inhibitors
A2RB: Angiotensin II Receptor
Blocker
UKPDS: United Kingdom Prospective
Diabetes Study
DCCT: Diabetes Control &
Complication Trial
EDIC: Epidemiology of Diabetes
Interventions and Complications
WESDR: Wisconsin Epidemiologic
Study of Diabetic Retinopathy
NICE: National Institute for Clinical
Excellence
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ABSTRACT
Objectives : This study was
carried out to measure the
prevalence of Refractive Errors
among primary school children in
Doha and to identify risk factors
for Refractive Errors among them.
Methodology: This is a cross
sectional study which was carried
out through the year 2008 and
targeted all school children
registered in Doha primary
schools from both genders.
Multistage random sample was
used. Primary sampling units are
schools that were divided in strata
according to gender. Secondary
sampling units were classes and
one class from each grade out of
five classes has been selected for
data. A total of 670 students was
divided proportionately according
to male and female schools and
accordingly two schools were
selected randomly for males
and three schools for females.
Each grade in schools have
five classes, one was selected
randomly from grade one, two,
three, four, five and six
22

respectively for males and
females. Data was collected
by using questionnaire and
optometric examination.
Results: The results of this study
showed that the prevalence of
RE was 19.7% among primary
school children in Doha; myopic
astigmatism was found to be the
most prevalent type of RE, and
visual acuity of 6/12 is the most
frequent measure. There was
an association between RE with
gender and age and there were no
associations between RE and the
following: family income, family
history of RE, having chronic
diseases and physical activity.

acuity of 6/12 is the most frequent
measure, followed by visual acuity
of 6/9. There was an association
between RE and gender and age
and there was no association
between RE and the following:
family income, family history of
RE, having chronic diseases and
physical activity.

Conclusion: The prevalence of
RE was found to be high among
primary school children in
Doha, accounted to be (19.7%);
Myopic astigmatism was found
to be the most prevalent type
of RE followed by myopia,
hypermetropic astigmatism,
astigmatism and finally
hypermetropia and the visual
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1.1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Blindness and visual impairment
are critical public health problems
worldwide. Refractive errors (RE)
are an emerging important cause of
visual impairment and blindness that
has been recognized only recently
with the increasing use of presenting
visual acuity for defining blindness.
[1, 2]
RE is a health-related condition
of the eye that causes visual
impairment and may lead to
blindness if not early detected and
corrected [3, 4]. It is a disorder that
occurs when parallel rays of light
entering the non-accommodating eye
are not focused on the retina.[3-8]
RE is classified into three categories:
myopia (nearsightedness) - this is
difficulty in seeing distant objects
clear, hyperopia also known as
hypermetropia (farsightedness) - this
is difficulty in seeing close objects
clearly, and astigmatism - this is
distorted vision resulting from an
irregularly curved cornea.[6, 9-12]
RE is one of the most common
determinants of visual impairment
worldwide, particularly among
children, and frequently remains
undiagnosed for long periods. [6]
Other diseases leading to blindness
include trachoma and river blindness,
which are prevalent primarily in
less developed areas of the world.
Three other eye conditions have
emerged in many middle income and
industrialized countries; these are
diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma and
Age-related macular degeneration.
[1, 2]
Childhood visual impairment due
to RE is a significant problem
among school children and has a
considerable impact on public health.
[9]
Recent data suggest that a large
number of people are blind in
different parts of the world, due to
high RE because they are not using
appropriate refractive correction. [1]
The impact of blindness due to
refractive error is considered in terms
of blind-person-years, a person

becoming blind due to refractive error
at a young age, and which is not
corrected, would suffer many more
years of blindness than a person
becoming blind from cataract in
old age and would place a greater
socioeconomic burden on society. [9]
Visual impairment and Blindness
due to refractive error can hinder
education, personality development,
and career opportunities, in addition
to causing an economic burden on
society. [1]
RE have been listed, along with
cataract, trachoma, onchocerciasis
and childhood blindness, among eye
problems whose prevention and cure
should provide enormous savings
and facilitate societal development.
[14, 15]
RE is multifactorial health condition.
Risk factors include both genetic
and environmental factors. [8, 9]
Genetic factors include hereditary
characteristics shared within family
members while environmental factors
represent the most common and
modifiable determinants of RE. Near
work is the major environmental risk
factor for RE along with education,
socioeconomic status, longer time
watching television, playing computer
games, age, gender and ethnicity.[6,
16-18]
RE can be detected through routine
examination of patients who present
to clinics, or through vision screening
of the population at large. The former
approach may work satisfactorily in
developed countries, but the latter
is necessary in developing countries
because a large majority of the
population does not have access to
reasonable quality eye care services.
Vision screening is most commonly
carried out on schoolchildren,
which is a valuable method of
identifying potentially treatable ocular
abnormalities, including blindness
due to refractive errors. Community
vision screening is another approach
that involves door-to-door surveys by
trained field workers to assess visual
acuity and identify people with vision
problems. [1]

RE is the most easily treatable cause
of visual impairment following an
appropriate refractive correction,
such as spectacles, contact lenses,
or refractive surgery. Spectacles
are the most commonly used form
of refractive correction since they
are the most inexpensive and the
simplest of the three options; as
such, they are the most appropriate
treatment for RE in developing
countries. However, all three forms
of treatment for RE are relatively
easily available and more affordable
to individuals in developed countries.
[1, 19, 20]
Blindness due to refractive errors
and visual impairment in any
population suggests that eye care
services in general are inadequate
since treatment of RE is perhaps the
simplest and most effective form of
eye care. [1]
Due to increasing realization of the
enormous need for correction of RE
worldwide, RE has been considered
one of the priorities of the recently
launched global initiative for the
elimination of avoidable blindness:
VISION 2020 - The Right to Sight. [1,
16, 21]
1.2 Rationale
* RE is a preventable health
condition leading to blindness if
not detected early and corrected.
Blindness due to RE is a substantial
public health problem worldwide.
RE is among the most common
determinants of visual impairment
worldwide, particularly among
children, and frequently remains
undiagnosed for long periods.
* RE is prevalent in early years of life
and the prevalence increases with
age. Therefore, it is worthwhile to be
detected early in order to decrease
blind-person-years. Early detection
provides the best opportunity for
effective, inexpensive management.
* Visual impairment from uncorrected
RE can have immediate, long-term
consequences in children including
lost educational, and employment
opportunities, lost economic gain for
individuals, families and societies,
and impaired quality of life.
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* Community based survey to
determine the burden of RE will be
useful to improve the provision of
preventive services as well as eye
care services.
* In Qatar RE is considered as an
iceberg phenomenon that needs to
be screened thoroughly to determine
the size of the problem.
* Up to my recent knowledge there
is no published data regarding
community based studies addressing
prevalence rate of RE among
schoolchildren in Qatar.
1.3 Aim
To study the burden of refractive
errors among primary school children
in Qatar
1.4 Specific Objectives:
1- To measure the prevalence of
Refractive Errors among primary
school children in Doha
2- To identify risk factors for
Refractive Errors among primary
school children in Doha.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Historical background
Vision is one of our most important
senses that is a burdenwhen lost.
However there are nearly 45 million
people worldwide who are blind
[22]. A further 135 million people are
visually disabled, and are dependent
on family and governmental support
systems on a daily basis. These
numbers are projected to double
early this century as the population
grows and will increase dramatically
as policy-makers and health care
providers recognize that even
moderate vision loss severely limits
many people from fulfilling their
personal and economic potential.
[23-25]
WHO records showed that the
global profile of blindness and
visual impairment is undergoing
major changes. Most tropical eye
diseases have been progressively
fading out, mainly because of the
improving socioeconomic situation
and more recently because of
significant expansion in infectious
diseases control. Contrasting with
this reduction in infectious eye
24

diseases, chronic non-communicable
conditions associated with sociodemographic changes are on
increase everywhere, while cataract
remains the global leading cause
of blindness despite impressive
progresses in surgical services in
many countries. Uncorrected RE is
considered as one of the common
causes of blindness as it is now
recognized as the second cause,
followed by glaucoma. RE is now
becoming a major problem in Asia,
Middle East and Latin America.
Despite a rapidly increasing demand,
low vision services are dramatically
lacking in most countries. [23, 25]
Large number of people are blind
in different parts of the world due
to high RE because they are
not using appropriate refractive
correction. RE as a cause of
blindness has been recognized only
recently with the increasing use of
presenting visual acuity for defining
blindness.[23,25,26]
Blindness presence implies
inadequate eye care services in
the population concerned since
treatment of refractive errors is
probably the simplest and most
effective of eye care interventions.
Elimination of avoidable blindness
due to refractive errors requires that
the following is to be considered: A
clear definition of blindness should
be used, good-quality populationbased data be available on the
various aspects of refractive errorsrelated blindness, adequate numbers
of trained personnel, effective
screening programs be developed
to detect refractive error-related
blindness in the population, provision
of affordable reasonable-quality
spectacles. [1]
Long-term success in reducing
refractive errors-related blindness
worldwide depends on attention
being paid to these issues within
the context of comprehensive
approaches to reduce all causes of
avoidable blindness. [1]
2.2 Definitions and Concepts
The approach to RE identification,
control and prevention intervention
is mainly based on finding clear

understandable definitions. The
following definitions are obtained
from a trustful source (ICD-10):
I- Blindness:
Blindness is defined as the level of
visual acuity of <3/60 or < 6/60 in the
better eye. [23, 25, 26]
II- Visual impairment:
Visual impairment is defined as
visual acuity of less than 6/18 in the
better eye that could be improved
to equal to or better than 6/18 by
refraction or pinhole.
III- Refractive Error:
RE is an optical defect of the eye that
prevents effective focus of images,
most of the associated visual
impairment is correctable with the
use of spectacles.
Also it is defined as a state in
which the optical system of the non
accommodating eye fails to bring
parallel rays of light to focus on the
retina. [5]
2.3 Classifications of RE
Visual disorders are multifactorial
health problems that need to be
classified into groups according to
their clinical characters:
a- Visual Impairment:
Visual impairment is categorised into
mild visual impairment (presenting
visual acuity of 6/6-6/18), moderate
visual impairment (presenting visual
acuity less than 6/18 but equal to or
better than 6/60) and severe visual
impairment (presenting visual acuity
less than 6/60 but equal to or better
than 3/60). [27-29]
b- Refractive Errors:
RE is classified into three categories
as follows:
Myopia: is a nearsightedness in
which the eye images are formed
in front of the retina resulting in a
blurred image. This leads to difficulty
in seeing distant objects clearly. It is
the most common RE in childhood.
The commonest presenting
symptoms include squinting, frowning
and inabilityto see distant objects.
Hypermetropia: is a farsightedness,
and occurs when images are formed
behind the retina resulting in a
blurred image [9, 14]. This leads
to difficulty in seeing close objects
clearly. It may cause lack of interest
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in reading, rubbing of the eyes,
or even headache, dizziness, or
nausea.
Astigmatism: Is the condition
associated with blurring of vision
especially when looking at close
and far objects as well. It is distorted
vision resulting from an irregularly
curved cornea. Astigmatism may
be simple (i.e., not combined with
hypermetropia or myopia), or a
compound defect in which the eye
has both myopia and astigmatism
or hypermetropia and astigmatism.
The majority of the presenting clinical
features include: visual fatigue,
headache, frowning, and squinting.
[9, 10, 14]
2.4 Impact of RE on Health
I- Physically:
The sense of vision is essential for
proper physical development and
educational progress in the growing
child. The visual system in the young
child is not fully mature. Equal input
from both eyes is required for proper
development of the visual centers
in the brain. If a growing child’s eye
does not provide a clear focused
image to the developing brain, then
permanent irreversible loss of vision
may result. Therefore, early detection
provides the best opportunity for
effective, inexpensive treatment. [30]
It is estimated that around 90% of
visually impaired children in lowincome countries are deprived of
schooling [31]. This may be related to
various socio-economic and physical
barriers that led to inadequate
access to basic education and health
services. [32]
II- Psychologically:
Visual impairment from uncorrected
refractive errors can have immediate
and long-term consequences in
children and adults, such as lost
educational and employment
opportunities, lost economic gain for
individuals, families and societies,
and impaired quality of life causing
an economic burden on society.
It also has an impact on social
independence and social isolation,
and psychological functioning [33]

The impact of blindness due to RE is
considered in terms of blind-personyears. A person may become blind
due to RE at a young age, and if not
corrected early he/she would suffer
many more years of blindness than a
person becoming blind from cataract
in old age, and would place a greater
socioeconomic burden on society.
[13, 34]
It was estimated that blindness due
to refractive error resulted on an
average of 30 years of blindness
for each person as compared with 5
years of blindness due to untreated
cataract for each person. [4, 14]
Study carried out by Frick and
Foster estimates the costs of global
blindness and low vision at $42
billion. Without a decrease in the
prevalence of blindness and low
vision, it was projected that the total
annual costs would rise to $110
billion by 2020. However, with an
effective VISION2020 intervention,
this would be reduced to only $57
billion in 2020. [35]
Visual impairment and blindness
due to uncorrected RE can hinder
education, personality development,
and career opportunities. [2]
Most causes of blindness and visual
impairment are detectable and
preventable. [5-7]
2.5 Epidemiology of RE
In many parts of the world RE would
become the second largest cause of
preventable blindness after cataract.
[9, 36, 37]
WHO released new global figures
that estimate that 153 million people
around the world have uncorrected
refractive errors. Currently, severe
RE has been estimated to account
for about 5 million blind people. [8]
The number of visually impaired
persons in the world is about 259
million. This estimate includes
98 million persons with visual
impairment due to uncorrected
refractive error. [2, 14]
Blindness that is associated with
uncorrected or inadequately
corrected RE is found to be more

common among the younger age
as compared to cataract, which
manifests itself in old age. [20]
About 80% of children are hyperopic
at birth because of the shortness
of the eye; approximately 5% are
myopic. During the years between
ages 2 and 25, there is a gradual
decrease in hyperopia; myopia
usually increases somewhat during
the teen years, and levels off at
around age 25, regardless of lighting,
rest, amount of close work, or
vitamins taken.[6]
Some experts estimate that
approximately one in 20 preschool
children and one in four school-aged
children have an eye problem that
could cause permanent vision loss if
left untreated. [21]
It was estimated that blindness due
to refractive error resulted in an
average of 30 years of blindness
for each person as compared with 5
years of blindness due to untreated
cataract for each person. [9]
RE occurs worldwide. The
prevalence varies considerably from
one geographic area to another and
that it has been increasing over the
past few decades.
A- Global Prevalence:
Evidence suggests that blindness
due to uncorrected or under
corrected RE is a significant problem
in both developing and developed
countries. Recent data suggest that
a large number of people are blind
in different parts of the world due
RE because they are not following
appropriate refractive correction. [38]
The prevalence of vision problems in
children in the USA is estimated to
be 5-10%. In a study in India, 5.1%
of children in schools had a visual
acuity of <6/12 in the better eye.
In Botswana, a survey of children
in schools and in the community
showed that 1.5% of children aged 515 years had a visual acuity of < 6/18
in the better eye due to RE. [39]
In Asia, the prevalence of RE was
found to be 80%, especially among
the student population [38]
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In Uganda a study was conducted
to determine the prevalence of RE
among school children attending
lower primary school and the
frequency of the various types of
refractive errors. A significant RE
occurring among primary school
children aged 6 to 9 years at a
prevalence of approximately 12%
was detected. It was also found that
astigmatism was the most frequent
RE, accounting for 52% of all the
errors, followed by hypermetropia,
with myopia as the least frequent RE.
[40]
The Refractive Error Study in
Children (RESC), developed
and supported by the WHO,
was designed to assess the
prevalence of refractive errors and
vision impairment in children of
different ethnic origins and cultural
backgrounds. The RESC surveys
have already been conducted in
Chile, China, India, Malaysia, Nepal
and South Africa. [41]
The study conducted in Chile found
that RE associated with myopia is
a major cause of reduced vision in
school-age children. It was found
that the prevalence of uncorrected
RE was 15.8%. RE was the cause in
56.3% of the reduced vision, myopia
in either eye was present in 3.4%
of 5-year-old children, increasing
to 19.4% in males and 14.7% in
females by age 15. Over the same
age range, hyperopia decreased
from 22.7% to 7.1% in males and
from 26.3% to 8.9% in females.
Females had a significantly higher
risk of hyperopia than males.[42]
In China, it was found that the
prevalence of uncorrected RE was
22.3% .RE was the cause in 94.9%
of reduced vision among school
children; it also found that females
had a significantly higher risk of
myopia. The prevalence of reduced
vision because of myopia is high in
school-age children; it was 78.4%
in 15 year olds and 5.7% in 5 year
old children. Hyperopia of 5-yearolds was 17.0%. The prevalence of
hyperopia was below 1% in 15-yearolds. Astigmatism was present in
42.7%. [43]
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The study that was conducted
in southern India found that the
prevalence of uncorrected RE was
2.7%. RE was the main cause of
visual impairment in children aged
between 7 and 15 years in rural
India. RE was the cause in 61% of
eyes with vision impairment. Myopia
in one or both eyes was present in
4.1% of the children. Myopia risk was
associated with female gender and
having a father with a higher level of
schooling. Hyperopia in at least one
eye was present in 0.8% of children.
[44] In urban areas of India the
prevalence of uncorrected RE among
school children 5 to 15 years of age
was found to be 6.4%. RE was the
main cause in 81.7% of eyes with
vision impairment. Also it was found
in the same study that hyperopia
was present in 7.7% of children and
myopia in 7.4%.
Hyperopia was associated with
female gender. Myopia was more
common in children of fathers with
higher levels of education. [45]
In Nepal the prevalence of
uncorrected RE was 2.9%. RE was
the cause in 56% of persons with
reduced uncorrected vision. Myopia
in either eye or hyperopia was
observed in less than 3% of children.
Hyperopia risk was associated with
female gender and myopia risk with
older age. [46]
In Malaysia the prevalence of
uncorrected RE was 17.1%. RE
was the cause in 87.0% of visually
impaired children. Myopia was
present in 10% of children 7 years
of age; increasing to 32.5% in 15year-olds. It was associated with
older age, female gender, higher
parental education, and Chinese
ethnicity. Hyperopia varied from 3.8%
in 7-year-olds, to less than 1% by
age 15. Hyperopia was associated
with younger age and “other”
ethnicity. Astigmatism was present in
21.3%.[47]
In the South Africa Door to Door
survey it was found that most causes
of low vision among school children
were due to uncorrected RE. The
prevalence of uncorrected RE was
1.4%. RE was the cause in 63.6% of

person with reduced vision. Myopia
in one or both eyes was present in
4.0% of children. Beginning with
an upward trend at age 14, myopia
prevalence reached 9.6% at age
15. Myopia was also associated
with increased parental education.
Hyperopia in at least one eye was
present in 2.6% of children. [48]
Myopia has reached epidemic
proportions in many countries such
as Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Singapore. [49]
B- Refractive Errors in EMRO
region:
A survey was conducted in Cairo,
Egypt to detect the prevalence of
refractive error (RE) and low vision
among schoolchildren aged 7-14
years and found the prevalence of
RE to be high - 22.1% of school
students at that age. In addition,
it found that myopia was the most
prevalent type of RE among the
screened schoolchildren (55.7%),
followed by hypermetropia (27.3%),
and astigmatism (17.0%). [50]
A study that was conducted in
Jordan, Amman city among school
students aged 12-17 years found
the prevalence of myopia among
them to be 17.6%. The prevalence of
myopia was significantly associated
with age, being the lowest in the
youngest age group. Children with a
family history of myopia were more
likely to have myopia. With regard to
activities outside of school, myopic
children spent significantly more
time in computer work and reading
and writing and less time in sports
activities. [51]
In Southern Jordan, a study was
carried out between May 2001 and
April 2002 in Prince Ali Hospital
among patients aged 6-14 years
visiting the pediatric clinics and
were examined by a pediatrician for
their visual acuity (VA) via Snellen’s
E-chart for non-ophthalmologic
complaints. The study also found out
that RE was the cause of all bilateral
visual impairment, and a substantial
proportion of those with unilateral
impairment of vision. [52]
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The study that was conducted in
Iran found out that the prevalence
of uncorrected RE was 3.8% among
schoolchildren. [53]
In Oman the prevalence of RE
among school children differs
according to age and gender.
Prevalence of myopia among
females was 14.5% among age 6-17
years and among males was 22.43%
among age 6-17 years. While
regarding hypermetropia among
females it was found to be 0.91%
and among males was 1.54% among
ages 6-17. [54]
A visual screening program was
carried out among preschool children
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia which had
found out that the prevalence rate of
vision disorders detected is 10.7% ,
RE 9%, hypermetropia 3.6% , myopia
1.8% and astigmatism was 1.3%.[55]
Also in Saudi Arabia, prevalence of
ocular disorders among schoolboys
was studied in five villages in the AlBaha region where it was found that
the main causes of visual impairment
were RE (7.2%).[56]
C- Refractive Errors in Qatar:
The population Census in Qatar
(2007) estimated the total population
to be exceeding one million. Children
< 15 years old constitute 23% of the
population.
In Qatar there are no population
based data regarding the
actual prevalence of RE among
schoolchildren, although there
is a screening program that was
implemented recently to detect RE
among schoolchildren and vision
problems in neonates. There is an
estimation prevalence for RE.
It was reported that the prevalence
of blindness in Qatar was estimated
to be 0.8% and low vision 2.4%. The
major causes of blindness in Qatar
include the following: glaucoma
(29.8%), cataract (22.7%), RE (15%),
non-trachomatous opacity (8.6%) and
diabetic retinopathy (5.5%). [57]
2.6 Risk Factors
RE is a multi-factorial health
condition. Risk factors are both
genetic and environmental. [58-60]

a- Genetic Factors:
Genetic factors include hereditary
characters shared within family
members. RE has been shown
to aggregate strongly in families.
Reports estimated of heritability
(the proportion of the population
variance due to inherited factors)
range from 50% to 90% across a
variety of population groups [61-65].
There is also evidence that myopia
is influenced by genetic factors. A
study done among the Old Order
Amish population to determine the
heritability of RE reported that up to
70% of the variability in refractive
error among the Old Order Amish
population, a group with less nearwork activity than that of the general
U.S. population, is due to genetic
factors. These data are derived from
a large, environmentally homogenous
cohort containing large extended
families, making it ideal for familybased genetic studies. [66]
A study done among Omani
schoolchildren found that myopia in
students was significantly associated
with myopia in parents and their
siblings. [67] Also in the study that
was done in Egypt among school
children it was found that the
prevalence of RE was significantly
higher among students with a
positive family history of RE (80%)
compared with no family history. [17]
A study conducted in Jordan among
school children found a total of
54.6% of children had a family
history of myopia and also found
that the prevalence among children
varied according to the family history
based on who was affected and the
number of persons affected in the
family. The prevalence was 8.7% for
those who had no family history, and
was highest for those with 2 myopic
parents and with at least 1 myopic
sibling (43.2%). [51]
b- Environmental Factors:
Although there may be a
small genetic contribution to
schoolchildren’s RE, environmental
change appears to be the major
factor increasing the prevalence of
RE around the world. [67, 69]

The environmental factors include:
1. Near work is the major
environmental risk factor for RE.
Several studies showed a positive
association between RE and nearwork activity such as reading and
writing [51]. Study done to determine
environmental risk factors for
refractive errors among Egyptian
school children found the prevalence
of RE and low vision was significantly
higher among students exposed to
near-work for >5 hours/day (23.4%)
compared with those exposed for
< 5 hours/day (17.1%). There was
a significant positive correlation
between the prevalence of RE
and the hours of near-work [17]. A
Jordanian study found that myopic
children spent significantly more time
reading and writing outside school
and in computer work compared with
non-myopic children, also myopic
children spent significantly less time
(1.87 hours per day) playing sports
compared to non-myopic children
(4.04 hours per day) and that the
odds of having myopia increased by
16% and 24% for each additional 1
hour spent on computer work and
writing/reading outside of school
respectively [51]. In Hong Kong the
risk of myopia tended to be greatest
in those who had started school at
youngest age and who had spent the
most time per day reading and writing
before the age 12. Also myopia was
more common in children who had
had a television before they were 12
year, and risk increased with the time
per day spent watching TV [70].
2. Education is another risk factor;
an American study has found that
educational level and educational
stream were positively related to RE
[71].
There are many studies which
showed that the correlation between
level of academic achievement and
the prevalence and progress of RE
is strong [72-74]. In the European
population a study found that
educational length and IQ-test score
were related to myopia [75].
3. Socioeconomic status was found
to be associated with RE. It could be
related to increases in the hours of
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near work per day. Students of high
socioeconomic status may spend
a longer time watching television
and playing computer games, while
those from low socioeconomic status
spend longer studying their lessons
in badly illuminated, crowded rooms
[51, 71]. Study done to determine
environmental risk factors for RE
among Egyptian school children
found the prevalence of RE was
significantly higher among students
of high and low socioeconomic status
compared with those of middle status
[17].
4. Age is one of the risk factors
associated with RE. RE occurs
early in life and the prevalence
increases with older age groups [51,
54, 71]. Study done to determine
environmental risk factors for
refractive error among Egyptian
schoolchildren found that the
prevalence of RE was significantly
higher among the students aged >12
years (20.7%) compared to those
with age < 12 years (15.5%).[17] Also
the same result was found in Amman,
that Myopia was significantly related
to age. The prevalence was lowest
for the youngest age group (7.8%)
and increased until it reached 20.6%
for 14-year-old children [51].
5. Gender is found to be associated
with RE. Females have RE more
commonly than males [6, 51, 54,
and 71]. Study done to determine
environmental risk factors for RE
among Egyptian schoolchildren
found that the prevalence of RE was
significantly higher among the female
students (21.4%) compared with
males (13.6%) [17]. Also the study
conducted in Jordan found the same
result, that the prevalence of myopia
was significantly higher in females
(20.3%) compared to males (15.9%)
[51]
6. Ethnicity is another risk factor
associated with RE. Studies showed
that prevalence of myopia among
Asians is high (18.5%), followed by
Hispanics (13.2%). Whites had the
lowest prevalence of myopia (4.4%),
which was not significantly different
from African Americans (6.6%).
Prevalence of hypermetropia is high
among whites (19.3%), followed by
28

Hispanics (12.7%). Asians had the
lowest prevalence of hypermetropia
(6.3%) and were not significantly
different from African Americans
(6.4%). Asians and Hispanics had the
highest prevalence of astigmatism
(33.6% and 36.9%, respectively) [76].
2.7 Detection of RE
RE can be easily diagnosed,
measured and corrected with
spectacles or other refractive
corrections to attain normal vision.
If however it is not corrected or the
correction is inadequate, RE may
become a major cause of low vision
and even blindness [77].
RE can be detected early through
routine examination of patients who
present to clinics, or through vision
screening of the general population.
The former approach may work
satisfactorily in developed countries,
but the latter is necessary in
developing countries because a large
majority of the population does not
have access to reasonable quality
eye care services. Vision screening is
most commonly carried out on school
children, which is a valuable method
of identifying potentially treatable
ocular abnormalities, including
blindness due to refractive error.
Community vision screening can
also be carried out as door-to-door
surveys by trained field workers to
assess visual acuity and identify
individuals with vision problems [1].
Diagnosis of RE is mainly clinical
based on the symptoms that are
experienced by the affected person.
Further clinical assessment includes
testing VA and using computer
assessment technology [1].
VA tests include:
1. Snellen chart (eye chart): This
is a large card or lighted box that
displays rows of letters in smaller
and smaller sizes. The chart is
read from a standard distance. The
degree of visual acuity is determined
by the size of the row of letters that
the person can read. For those who
are unable to read, a modified chart
can be used in which the letters
are represented by an upper case
“E,” which is rotated randomly. The
person is asked to describe the

way the “E” is facing. Vision loss
categories according to visual acuity
are from mild to severe [29].
2. Automated refraction: is
performed with machines that
determine the refractive error of
the eye by measuring how light is
changed when it enters the eye.
The person sits in front of the auto
refractor, a beam of light is emitted
from the device, and the eye’s
response is measured. The machine
uses this information to calculate
the lens prescription needed to
correct the person’s refractive error.
This measurement takes only a few
seconds.
3. A phoropter: is the device
commonly used, in conjunction with
a Snellen chart, to determine the
best corrective lenses for a person
being assessed for eyeglasses
or contact lenses. The phoropter
contains a complete range of
corrective lenses, allowing the
person to compare different levels
of correction while viewing the chart.
The ophthalmologist will use the
phoropter to refine the information
obtained from the auto refractor
before prescribing lenses [78].
2.8 Control and Prevention for RE
Worldwide, RE is considered one
of the priorities of the recently
launched global initiative for the
elimination of avoidable blindness:
VISION 2020 - The Right to Sight.
In general, refractive error can be
easily corrected with spectacles,
which makes it imperative that
effective strategies be developed to
eliminate this easily treatable cause
of blindness [79].
In 1999, VISION 2020, an initiative of
WHO and the International Agency
for the Prevention of Blindness
(IAPB), highlighted blindness in
children as one of its priority areas
for control and consider uncorrected
RE which iseasily diagnosed and
can be inexpensively corrected with
spectacles, as the most important
cause of vision impairment in schoolage children.
Primary eye care initiatives, such as
school screening programs in Oman
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and Mexico, concentrate on
diagnosis and treatment of specific
eye disorders, in particular RE in
school students [80, 81].
Oman has an active blindness
prevention program funded by the
Ministry of Health. Priority areas for
blindness control among children
are correction of RE and provision
of low vision devices. School-based
screening is a convenient way
of identifying children who need
spectacles. Regular school screening
was introduced in Oman in 1983,
initially to detect trachoma. In 1992
the screening program expanded to
include detection of refractive errors.
Screening is provided in government
and in private schools. Children are
screened annually when they enter
school in first grade at the age of
five to six years and in grades four,
seven and ten. Children are screened
for visual impairment, trachoma
and receive education on ocular
health. Children with low vision are
referred to low vision care services.
School eye teams receive specific
training, school registers, forms and
equipment, and supplies to perform
the screening.
Children are refracted at school and
spectacles provided there if needed.
The school screening is monitored by
regional eye health care supervisors.
Regions prepare annual reports
of their activities, achievements,
coverage, results, interpretation and
recommendations for the next year’s
program. A national report is also
prepared and submitted to members
of the National Eye Health Care
Committee. The health information
and management system of the
Ministry of Health includes school
screening data. In 2005/2006 over
97% of school children (185,665)
and over 81% of children in the
community were screened for visual
impairment [80, 81].
On the other hand, Mexico as
one of the developing countries in
which access to all basic healthcare
services is severely restricted in
addition to extreme poverty and
inadequate transport, the RE
Program was implemented “between”

October 2001 to November 2006,
and funded by USAID-funded Child
Vision. An educational organization
interred to the Mexican government
with technical assistance provided by
Helen Keller International (HKI). Its
objectives were to:
1- Increase local commitment and
capacity to address RE in children by
forming a local coalition dedicated to
addressing primary eye care.
2- Increase capacity of HKI and
partner staff to implement and
conduct a sustainable RE screening
program by training local staff to
implement, monitor and evaluate the
program.
3- Implement a school-based RE
screening program by conducting
school-based screening campaigns
and to assess these in terms of
quality of spectacles and level of
spectacle-wear and satisfaction with
spectacles among students.

2.9 RE Preventive Strategies in
Qatar
The National Committee for the
Prevention of Blindness introduced
a five-year national plan to
eliminate and control blinding eye
disorders including RE. It was
approved by Government in 2005
and implemented in 2006. The
financial support was assured by the
Government and WHO.
Prevention of blindness includes
many activities such as: training
of more eye care staff, public
health education as well as school
eye health education that cover
primary, elementary & high schools
and celebrations with activities to
increase public awareness and
distribution of leaflets about the eye
diseases.
As part of control and preventive
measures to eliminate the child
blindness; newborn eye screening
for the full term and for the preterm is
implemented.

4- Improve eye health through
increasing awareness of eye
diseases in communities, using
behavior change and communication
strategies.

Another screening is carried out for
six weeks, six months and three
years of age. The vision-screening
program is integrated within primary
health care.

The school-based RE program
addressed the primary eye care
needs of primary and secondary
school children throughout Mexico.
Teachers in primary and secondary
schools, who were provided with
a visual acuity chart and a written
protocol, generally conducted
the initial visual acuity screening.
Children with a visual acuity of 6/12
or less in either eye were referred for
refraction and further examination by
HKI team comprising an optometrist
and support staff. An optometrist
refracted all referred children, and
prescribed spectacles if required.
Students in need of further care
were referred to the ophthalmologist.
700,000 children were screened
during the five-year program.

This is supported by continuous
training of physicians and nursing
staff in health centers to focus on
common eye diseases [57].

An ever-growing number of projects
are working towards the VISION
2020 objective of eliminating
avoidable blindness in children [80,
81].

In coordination with Ministry of
Education and School Health
department, the vision screening
program is implemented for
preschool children and school
children, and it includes eye
examination for school children in
first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth
grades. The examination for RE for
school children is done by qualified
School health nurse who is referring
the RE cases to the ophthalmologist
in the school health clinic for more
investigations.
The National Committee for
Prevention of Blindness recruits
55 Ophthalmologists; 32 of them
are male and 23 are female; two
Optometric Technicians, six female
Optometrists, 59 ophthalmic nurses
and two low vision workers. The
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percentage of population with eye
care coverage in the Year 2007 was
98.4% [57].

The following sample equation was
applied:

Eye care data in a national plan
program for prevention of blindness
is collected and evaluated annually.
[57].

3. Methodology

This study was conducted among
school children in the primary schools
at Qatar in and in order to explore
the RE problem in this particular age
group, the following methodological
steps were taken.
3.1 Study Design:
A cross-sectional study design was
used.
3.2 Study Setting:
The study was conducted in Primary
schools in Doha. There are 35
primary schools in Doha city, 27 are
governmental schools and 8 are
independent schools. These schools
are supervised by the Ministry of
Education and they are linked with
the health services through the
School Health program within the
Primary Health Care department.
3.3 Study Population:
The study targeted all school children
registered in Doha primary schools
(governmental and independent
schools) from both genders.
There are 5,554 students in male
governmental schools and 6,052
students in female governmental
schools. In independent schools
there are 762 males and 3,270
females
3.4 Sampling Method:
3.4.1 Sample Size:
The sample size of students based
on the representative primary schools
was estimated by using EPI info
version 10, according to the available
prevalence in the literature review
22% [50] and precision 5% with 95%
C.I. The sample size was found to be
268.
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Za = 1.96 (C.I: 95%)
P = expected prevalence (in decimal
point)
q = 1-P
d = deviation 5%
Design effect was taken as 2.5;
and accordingly the sample size
was computed to be 670 students
approximately.
3.4.2 Sampling Technique:
Multistage random sample was used.
Primary sampling units are schools
that were divided in strata according
to gender. Secondary sampling units
were classes and one class from
each grade out of five classes has
been selected for data.
Total 670 students was divided
proportionately according to male,
female schools and accordingly two
schools were selected randomly
for male and three schools for
female. Each grade in school has
five classes, and one was selected
randomly from grade one, two, three,
four, five and six respectively for
males and females.
3.5 Method of data Collection:
Data was collected by using
questionnaire and optometric
examination as follows:
1- Questionnaire was formulated for
data collection and was distributed
to children included in the study and
was answered by parents. [Appendix1]
The following items were included in
the questionnaire:
a- Demographic data: age, sex,
nationality, socioeconomic status.
b- Educational level includes Grade,
performance in school.
c- Out of school hours activities

include:
* Student behaviors and activities
after school
* Physical activities
d- Medical Conditions include:
Chronic diseases, vision and ocular
history, family history of refractive
error
2- Optometric Examination: This
was conducted by a trained
ophthalmologist and optometrist in
the ophthalmic clinic at school and
the data of RE was obtained. Eye
examination was carried out using
a specific chart for assessing RE
(snellon chart) and auto refractor
machine that was callipered before
starting the examination and its
accuracy was approved by Topcon
company.
Data was collected by two phases as
follows: (see top of page 31)
3.7 Data Entry and Analysis:
The data were coded and entered
into a computer and processed on an
IBM-PC compatible computer using
the Statistical Package of Social
Science [SPSS], Windows version
No.15. Frequency distributions,
and one and two-way tabulations
were obtained. Student-t test was
used to ascertain the significant
differences between mean values
of two continuous variables. Chisquare analysis was performed to
test for differences in proportions
of categorical variables between
two or more groups. In 2x2 tables,
the Fisher’s exact test (two-tailed)
replaced the chi-square test if the
assumptions underlying chi-square
violated, namely in the case of small
sample size and where the expected
frequency is less than 5 in any of
the cells. The level p<0.05 was
considered as the cut-off value for
significance. [82]
3.8 Ethical Consideration:
* Approval from the research
committee was obtained.[ Appendix2]
* Permission from school
administration as well as School
Health was obtained. [ Appendix- 3]
[Appendix- 4]
* Permission from nursing
department at primary health care
center was obtained. [Appendix-5]
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* Written consent from parents.
[Appendix-7]
* Students were assured for follow up
and treatment.
3.9 Limitation of the Study:
One hinderer to the study
was that there was only one
ophthalmologist doctor in the
school health department and one
optometrist who were assigned to
investigate all patients attending the
ophthalmologist clinic and this lead
to shortening of the appointment time
allocated for the children under the
study.
The most considerable limitation
of this study was the presence
of subjective variables such as:
computer use, watching TV and
electronic games. Although these
variables have considerable effects
on RE they are still subjective
variables that cannot be analyzed.
An additional limitation was that the
data collection phase started close to
the beginning of the school holidays
which had lead to the investigator
being restricted to a limited time.

Another limitation of the study was
that the measurement of the extent
of near accommodation was not
conducted and that physical activity
levels among the studied children
were subjectively assessed through
asking their parents, rather than
having a detailed assessment of
intensity, frequency and duration of
physical activity of their children.

4. Results

Primary school children from all
grades at Doha city were enrolled
in this study. A required sample size
of 670 had been estimated.700
questionnaires were handed out to
compensate for non-response and
694 were eventually completed and
returned. The response rate was
99.1%.
Socio-demographic characteristics
are shown in Table 1 (next page).
A percentage of 48.7 of the study
sample was 8-10 years of age, while
27.5% were <8 years and 23.8%
were more than 10 years. Males
represented 48.3% while females
were 51.7%. The Qatari students
represent 77.4% and non Qatari

students were 22.6%. The estimated
monthly income of the house hold
was found to be high in 56.8%,
moderate in 32.7% and only 6.2%
were found to have low income.
There were no significant differences
in age according to gender for males
(9.0±1.9) and females (8.7±1.7) using
student t-test. p=0.315.
As is shown in Figure 1, (page
33) a percentage of 40.5% were
from grade one and two, while the
students of grade three and four
represented 32.7%, grade fives were
11.5% and grade six were 15.5%.
The distribution of the RE types
among the studied groups is
shown in Table 2. A percentage of
80.3 were found not to have RE,
while 19.7% of the primary school
children included in the study had
RE. The classification of RE was
shown according to the following
distribution: myopic astigmatism is
the most prevalent RE; accounting
for 9.5% followed by myopia 5% then
2.4% hypermetropic astigmatism,
1.9% astigmatism and finally
hypermetropia 0.9%. The rest of the
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Table 1

Table 2: Distribution of Visual Status among the School Children Studied (N=694)
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Figure 1: Distribution of students according to their grades of education

Table 3: RE Symptoms among the Studied School Students (N=694)
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analysis was conducted on RE
disorders in general, and myopia with
and without astigmatism. Other RE
disorders were not analyzed in view
of their small numbers.
The Common Presenting Symptoms
related to refractive errors among
studied group are shown in Table
3 (previous page). The highest
percentage was among children
who exhibit slow reading and writing
speed accounting for 21.2%, while
the lowest percentage was attained
by children who had problem
keeping to lines while writing, with a
percentage of 13.5. Other symptoms
for RE, such as difficulty in
concentrating and paying attention,
long time required to complete
homework, loses place when reading
or skips words or lines, difficulty
copying from the board, complains of
dizziness, headache or nausea after
doing close work for a time, having
frequent eye irritations, redness and
tearing and complains of blurred
vision or double vision ranged
between 14% and 16.7%.

Risk Factors
The distributions for the risk factors
of the RE are shown in the Figure 2
(below). Physical inactivity was the
most encountered risk factors found
with RE that accounted for 46.1%.
It was also found that 18.2% of the
children have a family history of RE
and 10.2% of them have chronic
diseases.
Among those who have RE; Figure
3 (next page) shows the frequency
distribution of the studied group
according to the types of RE. Myopic
astigmatism is the most frequent
type of RE that accounted for almost
half (48.2%) of the RE in these
children, followed by myopia without
astigmatism (25.5%), hypetmetropic
astigmatism (12.4%), astigmatism
(9.5%) and hypermetropia (4.4%).
Because of the small numbers
involved only myopia with and
without astigmatism were further
studied in detail among all specific
RE entities.
Frequency distribution of the visual
acuity in both eyes among studied

groups with RE are presented in
Figure 4 (page 36). The visual
acuity of 6/12 is more than half of
the studied group in both eyes; for
the right eye, it is 51.8% and 51.1%
for the left eye, while the lowest
measure was 6/24 for the right eye is
0.7% and 1.5% for the left eye.
Distribution of visual acuity in the
eye by age group is shown in Table 4
(page 37). Children without RE have
visual acuity 6/6 for the right eye in
all age groups range from 70% to
87%. Among children < 8 years old,
the visual acuity of 6/9 of the right
eye is showed to be the highest
abnormal visual acuity (5.8%), also
it is the highest abnormal visual
acuity among children 8-10 years
old (7.7%), while 6/12 is the highest
abnormal visual acuity among
children >10 years old for the right
eye.
Children without RE have visual
acuity 6/6 for the left eye in all age
groups range from 70% to 87%.
Among children < 8 years old, the
visual acuity in the left eye of 6/9 is

Figure 2: Distribution of Risk Factors Related to Refractive Errors among the School Children Studied
(n=694)
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Figure 3: Distribution of the classification of RE among School Children Studied with RE (n=137)
shown to be the highest abnormal
visual acuity (6.3%), while 6/12 was
the highest among children age
8-10 years and children age >10
years accounting 8.6% and 21.8%
respectively in the left eye.
Association of RE with
sociodemographic characteristics
of children in the Studied group
was shown in Table 5 (page 37).
Higher age was found to be highly
significantly associated with RE (P<
0.001), also there was also a strong
association between RE and female
gender (p = 0.007).There were
no associations between RE and
nationality or family income.
Association of myopia with sociodemographic characteristics of
children in the studied group is
shown in Table 6. Age was found to
be associated with myopia, but

the association was not statistically
significant, while gender was
significantly associated with myopia
(p < 0.001). Also a statistically
significant association was found in
nationality and myopia (p = 0.041).
Family income was not found to be
associated with myopia.
Association of myopic astigmatism
with sociodemographic
characteristics of children in the
studied group is shown in Table
7 (page 38). Age was found to
be significantly associated with
myopic astigmatism (p < 0.001),
while gender was not significantly
associated with myopic astigmatism.
Also astatistically significant
association was found in nationality
(p = 0.041). Family income was not
found to be associated with myopic
astigmatism.

Association of refractive errors with
RE risk factors among children is
shown in Table 8 (page 38). There
are no relationships between risk
factors of RE and refractive error.
Association of myopia with RE risk
factors among children is shown
in Table 9 (page 39). There are no
statistically significant relationships
between myopia and any risk factors
such as physically inactive, chronic
diseases and family history with
myopia.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Visual Acuity among the School Children Studied with RE (n=137)

Table 6: Association of Myopia with Sociodemographic Characteristics of the School Children Studied
(N=694)
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Table 4: Distribution of Visual Acuity at Right Eye according to Age group of children in the Study (N=694)

Table 5: Association between Refractive Errors and Sociodemographic Characteristics of the School Children
Studied (N=694)
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Table 7: Association of Myopic Astigmatism with Sociodemographic Characteristics of the School Children
Studied (N=694)

Table 8: Association between Refractive Errors (RE) and Risk Factors as reported by parents of surveyed
schoolchildren in Doha (N=694)
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Table 9: Association between Myopia and Risk Factors reported by parents of surveyed school children in
Doha (N=694)

Table 10: Association between Myopic Astigmatism and Risk Factors of Refractive Errors among the
School Children Studied (N=694)

5. Discussion

characteristics shared within family
members. Environmental factors
such as near work activity, may
also explain the high prevalence
especially that the studied group
were school children and are subject
to different environmental influences.

The prevalence of RE among the
study population was found to be
relatively high (19.7%). The high
prevalence of RE among school
children in Doha could be due to
many factors. Genetic predisposition
and familial aggregation may play an
important role, especially because
of the high level of consanguinity in
the country. It may include hereditary

A defect in the vision screening
program that was recently
implemented, as well as lack of
awareness among population
regarding the importance of vision
test and the importance of RE
correction could explain the high yield
of the detected cases of refractive
errors in this study.

This current study was conducted
among school children at selected
schools in Doha city in order to
measure the prevalence of refractive
errors among school children in
Qatar.

Refractive error was shown to
be the leading cause of visual
impairment among schoolchildren
as reported in numerous of studies
in many countries, but with major
differences in prevalence between
them. Many studies around the world
have been carried out to determine
the prevalence of this condition.
Reported results, however, show
great disparity and this may be due
to many factors, one of which is the
variation in the operational definitions
of low vision and refractive errors
(myopia, hyperopia, etc.) that are not
uniform across studies, while other
factors may be due to actual variation
in prevalence owing to genetic
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factors and environmental influences
between the studied children.
The prevalence in this study was
compatible with the estimated
prevalence in Qatar reported in the
National Report to Eliminate and
Control Blinding Eye Disorders,
conducted by the National committee
for the prevention of blindness
in 2007, which determined the
refractive errors prevalence to
be 15%. [57] Consistently, the
prevalence determined in this study
was also more or less analogous
with other studies accomplished
in some countries such as: Egypt
[50], China [43], Malaysia [47] and
Chile [42]; 22.1%, 22.3%, 17.1%
and 15.8% respectively. It is obvious
from all these studies that the
schoolchildren’s age represents a
high risk group for refractive errors.
On the other hand, the RE
prevalence in this study was reported
to be much more than that found
in some countries like USA [39,83]
where RE prevalence is low (5-10%),
as well as in India [41,44], Botswana
[84], Nepal [46], Ethiopia [39] and
South Africa [48]; 5%,1.5%, 2.9%,
7.6% and1.4% respectively. This
finding could be due to using different
visual acuity (<6/12) cut off points in
these countries to determine RE in
the aforementioned studies, while
in the current study the visual acuity
of (<6/9) was used to determine
RE. Another explanation may be
differences in genetic susceptibility of
a disorder like refractive errors that
vary largely between different races
and ethnicities.
The prevalence of RE in this study
was also found to be higher than
the prevalence reported in Uganda
[40] (12%) where the study was
conducted among the age of 6-9
years, while in this study the age of
studied groups was 6-13 years. In
a study carried in Saudi Arabia in
Albaha region the prevalence of RE
among school children was (7.2%);
lower than the prevalence in this
study [55], that may be due to the
age of the studied group included in
Albaha study which was 15 years
old. Another study in Jeddah reported
a lower prevalence of RE than
40

the current study (9%), and this is
because only the preschool children
were included in the study [54]. The
RE prevalence in Oman was lower
than that found in this study (4.5%).
This finding could be due to the fact
that only students in the first grade
from the three levels of school were
studied in Oman and the study
was restricted to boys only [85]. In
the current study all grades in the
primary level and both genders were
included.
RE prevalence in the present study
was found to be less than tha found
in some countries as in Tunisia
where the prevalence was (57.2%)
[86] and (25.1%) was in Kolkata
province [13]. The prevalence of
refractive errors among children,
as it shows, is currently attracting
worldwide attention as many recent
studies report dramatic increases
over the last decades. The difference
in the prevalence level in the
aforementioned studies and ours
may be contributed to the fact of
studying different age groups.
It is during this period of life, the
children are at risk of developing
refractive errors, because they are
actively growing and subjected
to the strain of near work due to
demanding academic schedules.
Such a population is likely to
have a highernumber of myopics.
Prevalence of myopia, however,
varies in different parts of the world.
In this study myopic astigmatism and
myopia were found to be the most
frequent types of RE. Although there
is not much data available on the
prevalence, types and associated
risk factors of refractive errors in
children in developing countries to
make comparisons, there is a general
truth that as age increases from
preschool age to early adolescence,
an increasing number of children who
would manifest their myopia will be
observed [91]. This fact was entirely
supported by the finding of our study
which is also agreeing with the
international trend.
The findings of this study were
found to be largely compatible with
most countries as in Egypt [50],
Jordan [51], Oman [85], USA [87],

Malaysia [47], India [44] and Chile
[42]. In some other countries myopia
reached an epidemic level such as:
Japan [88], Hong Kong [89], Taiwan
and Singapore [49]. This confirms
the fact that a sufficient frequency of
myopic refractive error exists, often in
high yet varying amounts, throughout
different population groups and
occasionally in subpopulation
clusters.
Astigmatism and hypermetropia were
the least frequent types of RE in
this study. This is not going with the
findings reported from Saudi Arabia,
where most of the studied groups are
preschool children.
The visual acuity of 6/12 is the most
frequent measure, followed by visual
acuity of 6/9. This result differs from
Egypt where visual acuity of 6/9 is
the most frequent one [17].
In the present study less than a
quarter of the school children present
in each different symptoms for RE
such as: difficulty in concentrating
and paying attention, require a lot of
time to complete homework, exhibit
slow reading and writing speed, loses
place when reading or skips words
or lines, difficulty copying from the
board, problems to keep to lines
while writing, frequent eye irritations,
redness and tearing and complains
of blurred vision or double vision.
The current study showed a
significant association between RE
and gender. RE is higher among
females students than males and
this result is compatible with other
countries as in Egypt where the
prevalence of RE was significantly
higher among the female students
compared to males [17], On the other
hand this result is different than the
study done in India, Kolkata province
and Australia where there is no
association between the prevalence
of RE and the gender of school
children [13].
In the current study Myopia is higher
significantly among females more
than males. This finding is similar
to the study conducted in Jordan
that the prevalence of myopia
was significantly higher in females
compared to males [51]. On the other
hand this finding was against the one
in Oman where the prevalence of
myopia is higher in males than
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than females [54]. This difference
could be due to the difference in
the studied group in Oman in which
the result was obtained from the
screening test for students in grade
one and four of primary schools
and first grade from preparatory
and secondary schools. This
finding could be explained by
both a structural phenomena and
environmental factors. It was proved
through research that girls tend
to have steeper cornea, steeper
crystalline lens and shorter eye sight
compared to boys. [92] Moreover,
girls tend to stay indoors more than
do boys; consequently they may
watch television for longer periods of
time, and carry out more near work
activities.
In the present study there was a high
significant association between RE
and the age of the studied group; RE
was found to be significantly higher
between the ages of 10 and 13 than
in the younger age. This finding is
similar to other studies as in that
conducted in Egypt that found the
prevalence of RE was significantly
higher among the students aged >12
years compared to those with age <
12 years [17]. Also it is similar to the
study conducted in India, Kolkata[13]
that found increase in the prevalence
of RE with increase of age.
The study showed the highly
significant association between
myopic astigmatism and age of
the studied group. It is found to be
common in older ages of school
children. Conversely there was no
significant association between
myopia and the age of school
children; this result was against
the finding in Jordan where myopia
was significantly related to age;
the prevalence was lowest for the
youngest age group and increased
in older children [51]. This difference
could be explained by the fact
that most myopic children have
astigmatism as well, so they were
classified as myopic astigmatism.
But the association of age and the
prevalence of RE might be explained
by other environmental confounders,
such as higher school level and
greater hours of near-work per day.
The significant association between

refractive errors and age in general
is explained by the fact that dynamic
changes in refractive status are
a function of age (illustrated with
emmetropitization as the eye grows
in axial length, where hyperopia
diminishes and myopia, if present,
continues to increase until the eye
stops growing.[93]
In the present study a significant
association between the prevalence
of myopia as well as myopic
astigmatism and nationality was
determined. The prevalence was
high in Qatari children, and this
finding could be attributed to the fact
of genetic disposition and hereditary
liability of these children to have
the condition more than their peers
from other nationalities. Qataris
are better off than non-Qataris and
therefore have more video games
and personal computers, hence are
at higher risk.
The current study showed that
around half of the students were
physically inactive, but there was no
significant association between not
doing physical activity and RE. This
finding was not matched with the one
in Jordan [51] that found an inverse
association between playing sports
and myopia. A trend of lower rates
of myopic progression was observed
in schoolchildren reporting more
time spent on sports and outdoor
activities, [94] and an association
between high levels of outdoor
activity and more hyperopic refractive
errors has recently been described
in children. [95] Another crosssectional study revealed that people
with myopia spent significantly less
time engaged in sports activities and
that the amount of time engaged in
sports was independently associated
with myopia. [96] Most recently,
Jones at al. [97] have reported that
greater weekly participation in sports
and outdoor activities in third-grade
children is associated with reduced
odds of having myopia by the eighth
grade.
In this study, the level of physical
activity was based on subjective
assessment through asking
parents, which may have not been
an accurate way of assessing it,

consequently leading to the inability
to determine the association between
physical activity and RE proved
through other studies.
Poor vision in childhood affects
all children’s activities, their
performance in school, and has a
negative influence on their future
life. An important factor that could
have been studied more elaborately
is the effect of near accommodation
on books and screens induced by
forcing the eye to permanently near
focus on the relatively high refractive
errors prevalence determined in this
study.
There was no significant association
between RE and family history of
RE in the present study, although in
many studies there were a strong
association between RE and family
history of RE as in Egypt [17], Jordan
[51] and Oman [98] and there was no
clear explanation for this finding.
This discussion, overall, contributes
to the general agreement between
this study and others that refractive
errors are public health related
problem of the eye among school
children that need much attention
both from authorities and public.

6. Conclusion and
Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion:
This cross sectional study was
conducted in Doha among primary
school children, to study the burden
of refractive error-related blindness.
The prevalence of RE among
primary school children in Doha was
measured, also the environmental
risk factors for RE were identified.
The present study reaches the
following conclusion:
* The prevalence of RE was found
to be high among primary school
children in Doha accounted to be
19.7%.
* Myopic astigmatism was found to
be the most prevalent type of RE
followed by myopia, hypermetropic
astigmatism, astigmatism and finally
hypermetropia and the visual acuity
of 6/12 is the most frequent measure,
followed by visual acuity of 6/9.
* There was an association between
RE with gender and age.
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* There was no associations between
RE and the following: family income,
family history of RE, having chronic
diseases and physical activity.
6.2 Recommendations:
* To consider screening for RE within
school health policy as one of the
routine health programs among
school children in Qatar in order to
facilitate early detection of cases.
* To provide regular training courses
on “visual quality test” for school
nurses to improve their skill.
* To increase community awareness
regarding the importance of RE
correction and the risk of uncorrected
RE.
* As well as health education for
children to increase compliance
regarding wearing spectacles to
correct their vision
* “ To encourage cooperation
between the National Committee
for the prevention of blindness and
private schools in order to integrate
and regularly evaluate the vision
screening program, to ensure total
coverage for children in Qatar.
* To evaluate the national program
for vision screening in Qatar
periodically.
* To assure provision of an
adequate number of medical staff
as ophthalmologists in school health
units and school nurses in order to
cover all schools in Qatar.
* To establish proper management
needed for students with RE,
including correction of visual acuity
and counseling on controlling
hours of near-work to minimize the
progression of the condition.
* To conduct further research
addressing methods of intervention
of the problem in Qatar.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives : To assess the
maternal and fetal outcome of
diabetic pregnant women on
insulin and determine various risk
factors associated with diabetic
pregnancy among the Omani
population.
Methods: A retrospective study
of 732 diabetic pregnant women
on insulin were compared to nondiabetic pregnancies with a similar
risk profile in Nizwa regional
referral hospital, Oman from 1st
January 2002 to 31st December
2007.
Results: A rising trend of diabetic
women on insulin was observed.
A four fold increase in both
congenital anomalies and perinatal
mortality was observed in the
study group. The diabetic group
had a significant higher frequency
of maternal hypertension (6% vs
4%), caesarean section (40% vs
18%) , macrosomia (7.7% vs 4%) ,
neonatal hypoglycaemia (11% vs
0%) and admission to a neonatal
unit (100% vs 0%).

Conclusion: Increased adverse
health outcome was noted in the
diabetic women and their infants.
Close surveillance of diabetic
mothers from preconception and
early introduction of insulin can
improve the maternal and fetal
outcome.
Key words: Diabetes, insulin,
pregnancy, macrosomia,
polyhydramnios, shoulder
dystocia

Introduction

Diabetes has emerged as a major
public health problem worldwide.
In 1991 The Ministry of health
Oman in collaboration with the
WHO conducted a national survey
to estimate the burden of diabetes
mellitus in Oman. This survey
showed that 10% of the Omani
population aged 20 years or above
have diabetes mellitus(1). The aim of
our study is to evaluate the obstetric
and perinatal outcome of pregnancies
complicated by diabetes in the Omani
population.

Methods

A retrospective study of 732 diabetic
women on insulin compared to nondiabetic pregnancy with a similar
risk profile was conducted in Nizwa
hospital, Oman from 1st January
2002 to 31st December 2007 . The
study was approved by the regional
research ethical committee of the
hospital.
Maternal characteristics such as
age, parity, hypertension, previous
pregnancy losses and fetal risk
factors like shoulder dystocia,
macrosomia, congenital anomalies
and neonatal outcome, were
compared. Mode of delivery and
caesarean section rates were
analyzed. A p-value of 0.05 or less
was taken as significant.

Results

The total number of deliveries from
1st January 2002 to 31st December
2007 was 20,246. Gestational
diabetes mellitus constituted 10%
(2107) of the total deliveries in which
65.25% (1375) were controlled on
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diet and 34.75% (732) on insulin, which was our study
group (Figure 1).

compared to 2.5% in the control group . The heaviest
baby born was 5.2 kgs who suffered shoulder dystocia,
Erb’s palsy and birth asphyxia, (Table 4 - page 48).
Perinatal mortality in the diabetic group was 16.43% compared
to 4.09% in the control group.
Indications for elective and emergency caesarean section are
shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 1
98.90% (724) of the study group were Omanis and the
rest were from other countries. A rising trend of diabetic
women on insulin was seen as the incidence increased
from 11.05% (233) in 2002 to 17.41% (367) in 2007 with
a peak of 21.97% (463) in 2006 (Figure 2).

Figure 2
Incidence of diabetes increased with increasing parity.
32.36% (233) of women in the diabetic group compared
to 8.6% (63) in the control group were women with parity
9 or more, (Table 1 - opposite page) , p (<0.001)
Mean maternal age in the diabetic group was 40 years.
Incidence of diabetes increased with maternal age of >
45 years, as in the diabetic group there were 10. 38%
(76) women with maternal age > 45 years compared to
1.5% (11) women in the control group (Table 2 - opposite
page) p (<0.001) .
Mean maternal age at delivery in the study group was
37.5 weeks. 42.6% (312) delivered at 37 weeks and
57.10% (420) at >37weeks in the study group compared
to 96.6% (707) and 3.4% (25)respectively in the control
group, (Table 3 opposite page), p(<0.001).
There was a significant increase in the fetal weight with
rising maternal age, parity and uncontrolled diabetes
as observed in our study. Fetal weight of 4kg or more
was considered as macrosomia. The percentage of
fetal weight more than 4kg was 7.7 in the study group
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Figure 3

Figure 4
Rate of congenital anomalies 2.3% (12) and 0.5% (4)
were observed in the two groups, (Table 5 page 48)
Maternal complications, fetal complications and neonatal
complications in the study and control groups are shown
in Tables 6, 7and 8 respectively - (page 49).

Discussion

Pregnancy is a diabetogenic state manifested by insulin
resistance and hyperglycaemia (2). Untreated diabetes
during pregnancy is associated with increased maternal
and perinatal morbidity and increased perinatal mortality
(3) . Increasing parity and maternal age in our study
was associated with increased incidence of diabetes
mellitus and increased complications like macrosomia
and polyhydramnios. Maternal obesity could be an
independent and more potent risk factor for large infants
as high prevalence of diabetes, obesity, hypertension
and high cholesterol exist in the Omani population. In
Oman the rising rates of diabetes has been attributed to a
change in dietary patterns, physical activity and life style
associated with urbanization(4).
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Table 1: Comparison between diabetic and non-diabetic women according to parity

Table 2: Comparison between diabetics and non-diabetic women according to age

Table 3: Comparison between diabetic and non-diabetic women according to gestational age at delivery
The diabetic group of women on
insulin in our study were associated
with higher incidence of caesarean
section , pre-eclampsia , macrosomia
, hypoglycaemia and neonatal
hospital admission as seen in other
studies (3).
In our study perinatal mortality was
increased four-fold as compared to

Gillian (5) six fold , Cornelia (6) fivefold and Gabbe (7) two-fold.
Congenital anomalies in study group
was 2.3% as compared to Casson (8)
and Dunne (9) where it was observed
as 0.94%. Consanguinity being
common in the Omani population
could be a contributory factor as the
onset of hyperglycaemia occurs late

in pregnancy when organogenesis is
complete and is not associated with
increased incidence of congenital
malformations. In a study by Jivani
et al (10) congenital malformations
contributed enormously to the
stillbirth, neonatal and perinatal
mortality rates and it was
acknowledged that consanguinity
was a contributory factor. Rates of
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Table 4: Comparison between diabetics and non-diabetics according to fetal weight

Table 5: Fetal congenital anomalies
malformations as high as 10% (11)
and 6.1% (12) in the United States
and 8% (13) in the United Kingdom
have been reported.
Literature scanned have reported
as high as 40% (14) malformations
of the cardiovascular system (3)
compared to 12% (3) in our study.
Gestational diabetes mellitus is
associated with macrosomia. Early
introduction of insulin could reduce
the frequency of macrosomia (2) .
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In the present study insulin was
started late in most of the cases
due to non-acceptance and poor
compliance. Macrosomia is a single
complication from which many
other complications arise (14).
This resulted in shoulder dystocia
and genital injuries like tears and
spontaneous symphysiotomy (2).
The rate of shoulder dystocia was
observed in 2% of the study group
compared to 0.8% in the control
group . The incidence of fracture
clavicle in the two groups was

(0.40% vs 0.13%) and that of Erb’s
palsy was (0.5% vs 0%) in our
study as compared to Nasser et al
(15) who reported incidence of 8%
of serious trauma (brachial plexus
injuries or clavicular fractures).
Neonatal hypoglycaemia occurred
in 11% of the diabetic group and
none in the control as compared to
24%(3).
Mathew et al (16) reported
correlation between diabetes mellitus
and polyhydramnios of 15%
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Table 6: Maternal Complications

Table 7: Fetal Complications

Table 8: Neonatal complications
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compared to a rate of 6.4% in our
study.
Anaemia, common in developing
countries accounted for 5.4% in our
study as compared to 21.6% in other
studies (17) probably due to poor
dietary habits and non compliance in
taking haematinics.
Hypertension with superimposed
pre-eclampsia accounted for 5.5%
in our study as compared to 20% in
other studies (3) despite treatment of
maternal hypertension. The mode of
delivery by induction of labour was
21.31% as compared to 61% in other
studies (3).
In our study increased operative
deliveries by caesarean section of
40.30% was the same as in the study
by Emmanuel et al(2) that showed
that caesarean section in mothers
with gestational diabetes was twice
as likely to be for big babies and
obstructed labour.

Conclusion

Diabetic structured education can
improve maternal and fetal outcomes
in the Omani population. Perinatal
mortality reflects the problem
confronting obstetricians in managing
pregnant women with diabetes.
The pregnancy loss is less with
early introduction of insulin. Better
uptake of preconceptional care may
improve maternal and fetal outcome.
Poor compliance and refusal to
take insulin due to poor knowledge
of maternal diabetes probably was
the reason for delay in initiating
and accepting insulin early to avoid
maternal and neonatal complications
in our study .
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: In spite of the fact
that many factors affect the
performance of organizations, it is
quite doubtless that leadership is
one of the most important factors
toward an organization’s success.
Hospitals are among the
complicated organizations with a
certain progress which is depend
on leadership styles and effective
management and it is necessary
for hospital managers to know
the rudiments and principles
of leadership and the style of
employee selection to lead the
organization toward its main goal.
This study is mainly aimed at
assessing the leadership style
and personality type and to assign
relationships between them, at
the educational hospitals affiliated
with Tehran, lran and Shahid
Beheshti universities of medical
sciences.

Materials and Methods:
The co-relational study, was
conducted in Spring 2007.
Managers working in Tehran, Iran
and Shahid Beheshti affiliated
hospitals took part in the survey.
The sample comprised 44
managers. The data was collected
by a questionnaire.
Content Validity and test-retest
were used to determine validity
and reliability of the instrument.
Data analysis was carried out
through SPSS Version15 using
descriptive statistical tests and
Spearman test.

Discussion and conclusion:
There is a relationship between
personality type and leadership
styles. Most of the top managers
of hospitals have used the
consultative style. This Study
showed us that personality impact
on leadership style and managers
should pay attention to this
factor as an important variable in
organizations.
Keywords: Leadership style,
Personality type, the big five
factors, Hospital Managers

Results: The findings of the study
showed that the Conscientious
personality type has highest
frequency over other types (36.4%)
and the most frequent leadership
style is consultative (36.4%). This
study showed that personality
type and leadership style have a
relationship. (P-value = 0.06)
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Introduction

Leadership and its different styles
are pertinent to researchers and
managers. Several lots of research
have been done after World War
II in order to determine patterns or
desirable and effective styles. Which
style is the best?
Personality is one of the effective
factors in the creation of individual
differences of leaders. The highest
usage of personality theories in work
environments is from identifying
features which are directly related
to the work environment; features
such as control center, magnanimity
and amount of people’s tendency to
succeed.
Hospitals need effective and skillful
leaders like every other organization,
either in the whole of organization or
in parts thereof. This is impossible
unless managers of these centers
select their leadership style to be
well-proportioned with appropriate
conditions and the hospital’s aims.
Type of organizations, circumstances
and even personnel can limit the
style of a leaders’ behavior.
Study on what research has been
done on relations between leadership
style and organization characteristics
showed that research had been
done in relation to leadership style
and organization’s health, leadership
style and organizational maturity,
personality types and optimism,
pessimism and big factors in
personality types, in Iran. It seems
essential to do research in order to
study on leadership and between
leadership style and hospital
managers’ personality types.
This study is mainly aimed at
assessing the relationship between
leadership style and personality
type of managers at the educational
hospitals affiliated with lran, Tehran
and Shahid Beheshti universities of
medical sciences.
We prepared the special goals below
in order to achieve this goal:
1. Identifying personality types of
research population separately for
each demographic variable among
samples research.
2. Identifying leadership styles
52

separately for each demographic
variable among samples research.
3. Determining relationship between
personality variables and different
styles of leadership.

Materials and Methods

The co-relational study, was
conducted in Spring of 2007.
Managers working in Tehran, Iran
and Shahid Beheshti affiliated
hospitals took part in the survey.
Research samples were not selected
by sampling because of limitation
in the number of the research
population.
This research used the Blake
and Mouton model to determine
leadership style of managers.
People’s answers to every ingredient
of decision-making (beliefs,
differences, conflicts, sense of
humor, effort and endeavor, temper
and perspiration) showed their
leadership styles (such as team,
country club, task orientation,
middle-of-the-road and laissez-faire
management styles) in this model.
The instruments of data collection
were two questionnaires: “leadership
style of manager by Renesis Likert”
(1967) and the big five factors by
Roy Costa and Mc Crac (1987).
At first we determined technical
validity in order to assess validity of
research instrument. Questionnaire
was translated to Persian by a
translator. Then, the Persian version
was translated by another translator
to English again. Therefore, we
sent questionnaires to Professors
and specialists of health services
management, psychologists and
three managers of hospitals and we
used their opinions in order to correct
the questionnaire’s deficiencies.
We used test-retest method in
order to measure the reliability of
the questionnaire. We distributed
and collected questionnaire among
15 people from the research
population, then, we did that
again on the same people after
10 days. Correlation coefficient
gained 0.75 for the determining
leadership style questionnaire and
0.85 in determining personality type
questionnaire, which meant the
reliability was confirmed.

Determining personality type had 44
questions and it was as follows:
- Neurotic personality type:
empiricism, irritable, nervous,
variable manner, upset about affairs
and unhappy.
- Conscientious personality type:
programmer, commander, attentive to
details, task oriented, goal oriented,
very meticulous person and regular.
- Extrovert personality type:
energetic, talkative, beginner
of discussion and argument,
stimulus and encourager of others,
being comfortable in association,
cooperation with others.
- Open personality type: art lover,
adventurer, wide vocabulary
limitation, curious, dynamic
imagination, quick understanding of
subjects, full of excellent idea and
beliefs, emotional.
- Agreeable personality type:
compatible, participatory and
consultative, sympathy with coworkers, mild, perception in other’s
feelings.
We explained the esearch samples
and how to fill out the questionnaire.
We also talked about their freedom in
participation in this research and their
answers would be confidential.
Grading and scoring methods:
Scoring method of determining
leadership style questionnaire:
Determining leadership style
included 18 questions. There were 4
options (“nothing”, “approximately”,
“considerable”, “complete”) in each
question that had 1 score. Scores
of each column were added and
the column with the highest score is
the dominant leadership style of the
person.
Scoring method of determining
personality type questionnaire:
In order to determine personal type
we used the big five factors which
included 44 questions. The following
scheme was used to determine
dominant dimension of people’s
personality:
- Extroversion dimension was
calculated by the mean of 8
questions.
(1+6+11+16+21+26+31+36/8)
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- Agreeableness dimension was
calculated by the mean of 9
questions. (2+7+12+17+22+27+32+
37+42/9)
- Conscientiousness dimension
was calculated by the mean of 9
questions. (3+8+13+18+23+28+33+
38+43/9)
- Neuroticism dimension was
calculated by the mean of 8
questions.
(4+9+14+19+24+29+34+39/8)
- Openness dimension was
calculated by the mean of 10
questions. (5+10+15+20+25+30+35+
40+41+44/10)
The biggest score in each factor
formed the dominant personality type
of the person.

Results

In determining leadership style and
personality type, questionnaires were
distributed in all educational hospitals
of Tehran. 44 questionnaires
were completed and returned to
the researchers. Demographic
characteristics of the research
population are shown in Table 1.
Data analysis showed that the most
frequent leadership style in the
research population was dependent
on consultation style (36.4%). Then,
in proper order benevolent authority
style (27.3%) and both participation
and exploitative authorities styles
(18.2%) are frequent. (Table 2)

The dominant leadership style
in educational hospitals of Iran
University was participation
leadership style (37.5%, frequency:
6). It was also consultation in
Tehran (46.6%, frequency: 7) and
Shahid Beheshti University (46.1%,
frequency: 6). Results of the three
universities together showed that
the dominant style was consultation
leadership style (36.4%, frequency:
16).
Most of the managers had
benevolent authorities (18.2%,
frequency: 8) in public hospitals.
Consultation leadership style had
the highest frequency (42.8%)
in managers of the specialized
hospitals. The overall dominant

Table 1: Frequency and percentage of demographic characteristic of the research population

Table 2: Frequency distribution of research units on the basis of leadership style in 2007
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leadership style of participating
managers in this research was
consultation leadership style
(36.4%). There was not a statistically
significant relation between
leadership style and hospital type
(public or specialized) by Chi-Square
test. (P-value=0.68)
The analyses on leadership style
in different job experience groups
(regularly 2-5 years, 6-9 years)
showed that the biggest application
style is consultation leadership
style (regularly 41.6%, 56.2%) and
no manager used participation
leadership style. Dominant leadership
style in the group with more than
10 year’s job experience was
participation leadership style. (85%)
There was no statistically significant
relation between leadership style
and management experience. (PValue=0.2)
Analyses of leadership style in
different age groups showed that
the dominant leadership style in
both under 40 and above 40 is
consultation style. (Regularly:
36.8%, 36%). There was not any
statistically significant relation
between leadership style and age.
(P-Value=0.2)
Survey on leadership style in
managers with different educational
degrees showed that managers with
BS educational degree preferred the
benevolent authority style (28%, 7)
and consultation style (28%, 7). Both
managers with upper diploma degree
and MS preferred consultation style
(Regularly: 50%, 3 and 55.5%, 5).
Managers with a doctorate degree

and higher showed benevolent
authority leadership style (50%, 2).
The most frequent personality type
was Conscientiousness type (36.4%,
16) and the least frequent was
Neurotic type (2.3%, 1). (Table 3)
Dominant personality type in
hospitals of Iran University of Medical
Sciences was conscientiousness
(38%, 6) and the least frequency
was related to neuroticism (6.6%, 1).
Most managers in hospitals of Tehran
University of Medical Sciences had
conscientiousness personality type
(40%, 6) and the least had Openness
personality type (6.6%, 1) and no
one had Neuroticpersonality type.
There was no neuroticism personality
type in Shahid Beheshti university
of Medical Sciences, either. The
most prevalent personality type
was related to both extroversion
and agreeableness (both: 30.7%,
4). Most managers of hospitals
had conscientiousness (36.4%, 16)
overall.
Dominant personality type
in specialized hospitals was
agreeableness (42.8%, 9) and
conscientiousness (47.8%, 11)
in public hospitals. There was no
neuroticism personality types in
specialized hospitals.
According to compare personality
type of managers and different
age group the biggest frequency
of conscientiousness (36.4%) was
in the age group 36-40. Openness
(6.8%) also was most frequent in the
age 46-50. Extroversion (11.4%) was
most prevalent in the age group 41-

45. Finally neuroticism (2.3%) and
agreeableness were seen in the age
36-40. The dominant personality type
was conscientiousness and the least
frequent personality type was related
to neuroticism (just 1 person) in the
research population.
Chi-Square test showed that there
is no statistical relationship between
personality type and age group. (PValue=0.23), (r=0.2)
On the basis of ‘compare between
personality types and managers with
different educational degree’, the
most dominant personality type in
managers with doctorate and upper
degree was agreeableness type
(66.2%, 6) and both extroversion
and agreeableness types (33.3%,
3) were in managers with MS
degree. Dominant personality type
in the upper diploma group was
extroversion type (50%, 3). Results
of Chi-Square test showed that
there is no statistically significant
relationship between personality type
and educational degree in research
population. (P-Value=0.8), (r=o.7)
We did Chi-Square test to determine
the relation between personality
type and leadership style of
managers in the research population.
Results showed that dominant
leadership style in managers with
conscientiousness personality type
were exploitative authorities style
(13.6%, 6), and in both managers
with agreeableness and extroversion
personality types were consultation
style (13.6%, 6) and in managers
with openness personality type were
participation style (6.8%, 3). (Table 4)

Table 3: Frequency distribution of research units on the basis of personality type in 2007
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Table 4: Frequency distribution of research units on the basis of personality type and leadership style in 2007
Chi-Square test showed that there
can be a statistically significant
relationship between leadership style
and personality type because test
criterion is close to significant level.
(P-Value=0.06), (r=0.8)

Conclusion

This research studied the relation
between personality type and
leadership style of managers at
educational hospitals affiliated with
Iran, Tehran and Shahid Beheshti
universities, according to necessity of
manager’s familiarity with leadership
theories, models and contexts.
Considering that the complexity of
organizations like hospitals, such as
variety, multiplicity of services and
specialties, commitment to people’s
health and gigantic expenses of
management hospitals, it seems

that little attention is paid to effective
factors in managing hospitals activity
and this can help managers to
increase effectiveness of hospitals’
performance. Personality is one
of the effective factors in making
personal differences and some of
the personality characteristics are
related to effectiveness of leadership,
so, this research is to the researcher,
validated.

We tried to identify 5
personality types (extroversion,
conscientiousness, openness,
agreeableness, neuroticism) and
4 leadership styles (Exploitative
authorities, benevolent authorities,
consultation and participation) with
two standard instruments (“the big
five factors” of Mc Crac and Roy
Costa and “determining managers
leadership style “ of Renesis Likert ).

Much research has been done to
evaluate and determine personality
types in Iran. but, the instrument
(“The big five factor” questionnaire)
used in this research had not been
used before to evaluate hospitals
managers’ personality. This
questionnaire’s value is its high
power to identify different personality
types.

We saw two processes in data
analyses. As the managers’ progress
scales and promotional ability
increased, they tended to use team
and task orientation styles more than
country club and middle-of-the-road
styles.
The dominant leadership style in
managers with “openness personality
type” was “participation” in this
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research. Sosik also showed that
inventive and bold people understand
their subordinates’ abilities better
than others and give them more
authority.
The dominant leadership styles in
managers with “conscientiousness
personality type” were “exploitative
authorities and benevolent
authorities styles”. People with
conscientiousness personality type
are less flexible in decision making
and doing organizational duties. They
have less trust of their subordinates’
abilities and give them less authority.
Kipnis, Patiar and Raup also
emphasized these points in their
research.
The dominant leadership style
in managers with “neuroticism
personality type” was “benevolent
authority”. These people usually
were very empirical. They emphasize
their own experiences and can
hardly trust others, so they always
try to control their subordinates’
jobs. The dominant leadership style
in managers with “extroversion and
agreeableness leadership styles” was
“consultation”. Keegan, Liu, Suutari,
Muller and Eden had found similar
findings in their research. Keegan in
his research conclusion said people
with “agreeableness” personality type
tend to attract others’ agreement.
We also found when these people
make decisions they tend to know
their co-workers’ opinion and make
decisions according to their votes.
Liu also said these people tend to
help others and they are not selfish
toward them. Suutari discussed that
having “agreeableness” personality
type is directly related to job success.
Consultation leadership style is
the progressive leadership style in
many management references. So,
one probable reason that makes
the agreeable people choose this
leadership style is their tendency to
group succession in an organization.
Research results demonstrated that
the dominant leadership style of
managers in this research population
was “consultation” style and then
regularly was “benevolent authorities”
style, “exploiting authorities” style,
then “participation” style. ChiSquare test showed there is a
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relation between personality type
and leadership style. Although
these research results do not show
their relation exactly, it seemed
that in a bigger population it may
be statistically significant because
test criterion is too close to critical
number. (P-Value<0.05)
Health service managers are
expected to have enough specialties
to manage a hospital so they should
act very tactfully and scientifically
in employing human resources.
They should both use personnel
specialties and achieve organization
goals. “John Holand” in his theory
about proportion between job and
people personality said people who
have a proper job matched to their
personality are more satisfied and
have higher performance in their job.
It seems that if we use instruments
such as the big five factors they
can help decision makers and
administrators to recognize
managers before their appointment
and to predict the managers’
future performanc especially in the
leadership zone of human resources
in hospitals.
Some practical solutions are as
follows:
- holding educational workshops
about leadership styles and
explaining good qualities, defects
and application situation of each
leadership style in order to inform
managers of the Ministry of Public
Health, Medical Care and Medical
Education.
- Informing managers about their
leadership style and its effectiveness
on subordinate employees’
performance.
- Informing managers and
supervisors about different
personality types and individual
differences of subordinates.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction

Introduction: To evaluate the
efficacy of adenotonsillectomy
at the time of myringotomy with
insertion of tympanostomy tube
on the impact of otitis media
with effusion in comparison with
tympanostomy-tube placement
only.
Patients and methods: A
prospective randomised study
that was conducted at Prince Zaid
Ben Al-Hussein Hospital in Tafela
city in southern Jordan during
the period between August 2006
and August 2008. One hundred
and fifty patients with Otitis media
with effusion were enrolled in the
study. Patients were randomised
into two groups of 75 patients in
each group. The study group had
adenotosillectomy at the time
of myringotomy with insertion
of tympanostomy tube while the
control group had myringotomy
with insertion of tympanostomy
tube alone. The occurrence rate
of acute otitis media after surgery
was compared in both groups.
Patients were followed up for 2
years after operation.

58

Results: The mean age of patients
was 3.3 years (range 8 months to
14.6 years) with a male to female
ratio of 1.1:1. The mean annual
rate of episodes of acute otitis
media after surgery was 1.1 and
2.4 in study and control group
respectively compared to 3.7 and
3.6 before surgery.
Conclusion: Adenotonsillectomy
combined with myringotomy and
insertion of tympanostomy tube
appears to be more effective in
reducing the episodes of otitis
media than myringotomy and
insertion of tympanostomy tube
alone.
Keywords: otitis media, effusion,
adenotonsillectomy and
myringotomy

Otitis media is one of the most
common disorders of childhood
and commonly followed by frequent
recurrence or otitis media with
effusion (1-3). Standard treatment
of the latter is myringotomy with
insertion of a tympanostomy tube
to facilitate drainage of fluid and to
prevent otitis media (4-6).
In several randomised trials
adenotonsillectomy performed at the
time of myringotomy with insertion
of tympanostomy tubes better
outcomes were obtained (7-9). On
the other hands some trials did not
show this evidence (10-11).
The aim of the study was to evaluate
the efficacy of adenotonsillectomy
at the time of myringotomy with
insertion of tympanostomy tube
on the impact of otitis media
with effusion in comparison with
tympanostomy-tube placement only.

Methods

This was a prospective randomised
study that was conducted at Prince
Zaid Ben Al-Hussein Hospital in
Tafela city at southern Jordan during
the period between August 2006
and August 2008. One hundred
and fifty patients with Otitis media
with effusion were enrolled in the
study. Patients were randomised
into two groups of 75 patients in
each group. The study group had
adenotosillectomy at the time
of myringotomy with insertion of
tympanostomy tube while the control
group had myringotomy with insertion
of tympanostomy tube alone.
Exclusion criteria included patients
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older than 15 years, who underwent
previous tympanostomy tube
placement, and have experienced
3 episodes or more of acute otitis
media during the preceding 6
months. At time of operation, all
patients were free of otitis media.
The occurrence rate of acute otitis
media after surgery was compared in
both groups.
Patients were followed up for 2 years
after operation. Patient follow up
included weekly inquiry about his/her
condition. Pneumatic otoscope with
airtight lens assemblies was used for
examining the tympanic membrane.
Tympanometry was performed at
most visits.

with otitis media with effusion older
than 4 years of age. The evidence
is less convening in patients
under 2 years of age. The role of
tonsillectomy is also a controversial
issue. With our patient distribution
as two thirds of our sample is less
than 2 years of age, we could get an
idea about the role of adenoidectomy
combined with tonsillectomy in
preventing attacks of otitis media
in patients with otitis media with
effusion.

Results

Table 1 shows the results of our
study. The mean annual rate of
episodes of acute otitis media
decreased from 3.7 to 1.1 in patients
who underwent adenotonsillectomy
while the figures were 3.6 and 2.4
in patients who had tube insertion
without adenotonsillectomy. The
reduction of annual rate of otitis
media almost doubled when
adenotonsillectomy was done (70.3%
versus 33.3%). This was evident
in all our patients including those
younger than 2 years of age.

Discussion

In conclusion, Adenotonsillectomy
combined with myringotomy and
insertion of a tympanostomy tube
appears to be more effective in
reducing the episodes of otitis media
than myringotomy and insertion of
tympanostomy tube alone.

The mean age of patients was 3.3
years (range 8 months to 14.6 years)
with a male to female ratio of 1.1:1.
The mean annual rate of episodes of
acute otitis media after surgery was
1.1 and 2.4 in the study and control
group respectively compared to
3.7 and 3.6 before surgery (Table 1
below)

About one third of all children
experience recurrent episodes
of acute otitis media (11-12).
Although there are many preventive
strategies, none seem to be
indisputably effective (13-14). The
role of adenotonsillectomy in patients
with otitis media with effusion is
controversial especially in children
younger than 2 years of age whereby
the prevalence of otitis media is
higher than older children (15-16).
Our patients’ age ranged from 8
months to 14.6 years with more
than two thirds of patients being
younger than 2 years. Most of the
studies agree on the importance of
adenoidectomy in decreasing the
episodes of otitis media in patients
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